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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Was down in Memphis last weekend and
noted that a gentleman by the name of Ken-
neth Turner is running for Mayor of that
city. He wasn't using his middle initial on his
billboards and posters, but I'll be willing to
bet it wasn't a "Z". Kenneth Z. (for Zacka-
riah) Turner is Mr. WFUL-Radio in these
parts.
When our gal reporter Betty Higgins
asked me, the other day, whether Dukedom
was in Kentucky or Tennesse, I was pleased
to tell her "both", meanwhile informing her
that it was the only "Dukedom" in the
United States. As R. L. McNatt proudly
pointed out, one can mail a letter overseas
simply addressed to "Dukedom, USA" and it
will promptly be shipped to Dukedom, Tenn.
(Ky). At least one letter has been received
with no more address than that and I imagine
it would still work, zip codes or not.
We are pleased this week to introduce a
new "columnist" to our readers: Win Whit-
nel. Win likes to write, and he likes to speak,
and thought he might enjoy a weekly col-
umn, no strings attached. Personally, I like
columnists in our paper. Each has his or her
own personal viewpoint, and the more we
have, the more interest we create in our pub-
lication. So welcome aboard, Win!
The new Horse Show Ring out on the
Carr property in Riceville — the old "black-
bird roost"—is a sight to behold these week-
ends. Nearly every weekend has seen it
crammed and jammed with horses and peo-
ple from all around. It is serving a great pur-
pose now, and one wonders how we ever got
along without it. Congratulations to all of
those hardworking people who have spent
hours and hours on the project.
And out a little further, in case you
haven't been out there lately, is the new
State-constructed "Welcome Center" that
will be opening before long on the north-
bound lane of the Parkway by-pass around
West Fulton. It should be a right nice little
facility., .
Believe it or not, but after something
like 100 years, water has finally come to
Water Valley. This is pure, piped, controlled
drinking water, not to be confused with vast
amounts of uncontrolled rainwater that have
been known to flood the valley, and from
which the name was prObably derived. The
new water service to Water Valley is a part
of an extensive rural project that begins at
Wingo and loops through Water Valley and
Pilot Oak, I am told.
Was wondering the other day what is to
become of the present Fulton High School
Continued On Page Six
Jottings from
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Kentucky Orphans
I have often been called the "last angry
woman" with good reason. I seem to blow a
fuse when I see other areas of Kentucky get-
ting significant sums of state and Federal
money and our four-county region in West
Kentucky being overlooked as though we
never existed.
In Tuesday morning's Louisville
Courier-Journal a listing was published of
those Kentucky counties receiving large
sums of money from President Nixon's ap-
propriation to alleviate unemployment in
the state.
Did Fulton County get any of the mon-
ey? You bet your bippy it did not! Why?
Who knows. On the other hand South Ful-
ton, Tenn, right across the border from the
City of Fulton, received about $6000; The
money will be put to good use employing
persons on public projects, something that
we desperately need here for all kinds of
community beautification programs.
I talked with Judge Menees about the
matter on Tuesday and he related more than
one instance where our city and county has
been completely by-passed when large sums
Continued On Page Six
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Charles Bennett 145 53 60 44 2 304
Bob Craven 127 50 44 50 0 271
Paul Kasnow 141 36 33 38 4 252
J.D. Hales 132 39 29 34 6 240
Lorene Harding 107 30 26 27 3 193
Charles Gregory 100 35 24 32 1 192
Gilbert DeMyer 81 34 33 28 2 178
Dick Armstrong 106 24 16 21 3 170
Thelma Lester 26 94 7 7 2 136
Paul McClay 45 37 18 21 1 122
Ray Hunter 51 30 16 19 0 116
Bill Fenwick 32 32 12 27 0 103
J. P. Wade 31 23 13 20 0 87
—
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Four Incumbent Commissioners
Are Among Winning Candidates
Four of the incumbents were included in the
eight candidates elected in last Saturday's non-
partisan City of Fulton primary. With 13 candi-
dates on the primary ballot, the names of only
eight will appear on the ballot in the general elec-
tion on November 2.
The eight candidates amass-
ing the most votes during the
primary were: Charles R. Ben-
nett, 304 votes; Robert Craven
271; Paul Kasnow, 252; J. D.
Hales, 240; Lorene Harding,
193; Charles Gregory, 192;
Gilbert DeMyer, 178; and Rich-
ard Armstrong, 170.
Bennett, Craven, Hales, and
Gregory are the incumbent
commissioners. DeMyer is
former mayor of Fulton. The
Commissioner's race is the
first bid for city office for
Kasnow, Mrs. Harding, and
Tragic Death Of Gary McBride
Ls Mourned By Young And Old
By Jo Westpheling
What can you say about a
teen-age boy who greeted a
middle-aged woman with a
cheery "How are you, young
lady?" You can say that he
was an unusual kind of a guy
who had a sixth sense about
making people happy.
Gary McBride, whose yam(
life ended tragically in an auto-
mobile accident last Thursday,
was my kind of a young friend.
What is more, his friendly char-
acter, and his "I understand.
attitude endeared him to all
people, young and old, privi-
leged to call him friend.
Though I have known Gary
Mac, as he was affectionately
called by all who knew him,
since he was a very little
boy, I came to know him so
much better when he was in
and out of our house when my
niece Judy Westphelhig lived
with us. Entering upon a study
session with Judy and Ginger
Edwards, he instantly dis-
missed what he was working
on and warmly greeted me
Gary McBride
with "Hi, young lady, how did
things go today?"
I couldn't help but knowthat
he was really interested in what
I had been doing, Just as he
was vitally interested and con-
cerned with what all of his
friends were doing. He seem-
ed to be a "big brother" to all
(Continued on page 5)
Nov. 2 Ballot Will Include
Homestead Amendment, Too
Most of the publicity regard-
ing the November 2 general
election so far has centered
around gubernatorial candi-
dates, or locally, commissioner
candidates.
A less-publicized item which
will appear on ballots through-
out the state is the proposed
homestead amendment.
Certified by Secretary of
State Kenneth F. Harper August
27, the proposed amendment
deals with a property tax
exemption for senior citizens
and was prepared during the
19'70 session of the state legis-
lature.
Specifically, the amendment
would provide a $6,500 exemp-
tion for the residential prop-
erty of a person 65 years of
age OT older.
In keeping with constitutional
requirement, the amendment
had been published four times
in two newspapers prior to its
certification. It will be publish-
ed again between October 12 and
October 26.
Harper urged Kentuckiansto
study the proposal carefully,
then vote their choice. "This
is an important opportunity
for all citizens of the common-
wealth to make their wishes
known in a vital policy area,"
he said.
Authorization to place the
proposal on the ballot and the
form to be used as received
by County Court Clerk Dee
Langford is as follows;
I, Kenneth F. Harper, Secre-
tary of State of the Common-
(Continued on Page 6)
Armstrong.
Eliminated by the primary
were: Thelma Lester, 136
votes; Paul McClay, 122, Ray
Hunter, 116; Bill Fenwick,103;
and J. P. Wade, 87.
Tabulation showed the heavi-
est voting took place at pre-
cinct 2, City Hall, where 1,124
votes were recorded. Charles
Bennett carried the precinct
with 304 votes. He also car-
ried precinct 6, Health Cen-
ter, with 60 votes.
Thelma Lester carried pre-
cinct 4, Woman's Club, with 94
votes. And Bob Craven took pre-
cinct 8, the Pepsi Plant, with
50 votes.
Polls closed at 6 p. m. after
a day of what was considered
light voting, and returns were
In by 7 p. rn., jecording to
County Court Clirk Dee Lang-
ford. He received 24 absentee
ballots.
Approximately 1,500 persons
were eligible to vote in Sat-
urday's primary.
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Three - County Ambulance Service
Now Under Study By Area Leaders
Broadbent
Broadbent Is
First District
Demo Head
A study is underway in three Mississippi
River counties to determine the feasibility and
sentiment for a multi-county area Emergency
Ambulance Service. Representatives from Car-
lisle, Hickman and Fulton counties met last week
to discuss the matter.
County authorized ambulance services are
presently operating in each of three counties, but
under differing types of authority management.
Under a law passed in 1970, counties and/or cities
are given authority to set up and operate ambul-
ance services.
Smith D. Broadbent, Jr.,
Cadiz, has been appointed First
District Democratic Campaign
Chairman for Wendell Ford
and Julian Carroll.
State Democratic Campaign
Chairman Walter "Dee" Hud-
dleston, in announcing the ap-
pointment, termed it "a key
step in insuring an overwhelm-
ing Democratic victory in the
First District in November."
Broadbent, a leading figure
in the Bert Combs primary
campaign, has been serving
as Trigg County Chairman since
August 5. He will be assisted
In the operation of the First
District Headquarters at Ken
Bar by Jim Butts, a Fulton
businessman.
.The Trigg Countian, a prom-
inent farmer and businessman,
has called for residents of the
other 22 counties in the First
District to lead the state in
electing the Ford-Carroll team
this fall.
Guilty Plea Entered
By Guy And Pewitt
Two persons charged with
possession of dangerous drugs,
pleaded guilty to the charge
before Circuit Court Judge
Wood Tipton Tuesday in Fulton.
Jackie Pewitt was directed
to report to the Mental Health
Center at the Guthrie Building
in Paducah for treatment. Non-
compliance with the order could
result in fines and/or Impris-
onment.
Johnny Guy pleadeci guilty to
the same charge and is under
bond until the January term
of court. The court is now con-
sidering his request to go to
Georgia where he has relatives.
Pewitt and Guy were arrest-
ed and charged following a raid
at a farm near here July 20.
Drugs were confiscated at the
A. M. Guy farm, located about
five miles west of Fulton on
West State Line Road.
The grand jury, meeting in
Fulton City Hall Monday, hand-
ed down the following indict-
ments: Kenneth Azbell, Gary
Azbell, and Richard Cummings,
all for assault and battery;
Blanche Patton for murder;
Kenneth Kimbell for remov-
ing mortgaged property from
the state; and eight indict-
ments for child desertion.
Kimbell is under bond In an-
other state awaiting extradition.
Blanche Patton is free on a
$5,000 bond. The names of those
indicted for child desertion will
not be available until the sum-
mons for arrests have been
served.
In a grand Jury report, Sign-
ed by foreman Herbert Mikel,
it was recommended that the
City of Fulton carry out its
obligation to keep the jury
room and all facilities used by
the grand jury and the Fulton
Circuit Court clean and fur-
nished with the necessary fa-
cilities for holding court in
Fulton.
A spokesman at City Hall said
the unfavorable conditions of
the facilities was due to the ab-
sence of the regular janitor.
His temporary replacement
did not know that he was sup-
posed to clean the jury room.
A need for the 1970
law cam: about when fun-
eral homes began quitting
the ambulance business
in wholesale numbers.
Funeral home owners
cited as their reasons
for getting out of the am-
bulance business recent
federal wage laws apply-
ing to ambulance person-
nel and the general high
cost of operating the ser-
vice.
After matching funds to
buy equipment became
available through state
and federal channels,
Carlisle County purchas-
ed an ambulance vehicle
and turned it over to a
volunteer association to
run the servi ce. Volun-
teers had raised the
county's share of the pur-
chase price.
In Fulton County, the
City of Fulton acceptee
an old vehicle from a
funeral home quitting the
business and assigned op-
eration responsibilities
to the Fulton City police
department. Fulton
County fiscal court con-
tributes some $5000 per
year for operating costs.
Hickman County fiscal
court and the City of Clin-
ton council recently
authorized purchase of
two ambulances, and
through a contract with
the Hick m an County
health department, plan to
finance and operate the
service through the Clin-
ton police department.
In each instance, per-
sons close to the ambu-
lance service manage-
ment say they are having
or expect to have finan-
cial and per,tonnel prob-
lems. Pointed out at the
(Continued on Page 4)
Fulton To Be Represented In
Industrial Site - Seeing Tour
Fulton Chamber of Com-
merce President Joe Treas
and four her Chamber mem-
bers will attempt to "sell"
Fulton at Ken-Bar Inn when they
attend the Industrial Site-Seeing
Tour there September 28 and 29.
Accompanying Mr. Treas on
the promotional trip will be
Kenneth E. Crews, chairman of
the Industrial Committee of the
Chamber, and two other com-
mittee members, Bill Fossett
and James Needham.
Hickman will be represented
by Elbert Burcham, president
of Citizen's Bank, and John
West, manager of Hickman-
Fulton Counties Rural Electric.
Industrialists from around
the United States will gather in
Kentucky September 27-30 to
review data provided by 21
Western Kentucky community
organizations promoting their
area's industrial potential.
The tour, sponsored by the
Commerce Department and the
Kentucky Industrial Develop-
ment Council, is designed to
interest industries in moving
facilities to Kentucky.
The Fulton group will join
other community representa-
tives at Ken-Bar after the
Site
-Seeing Tour is flown to
Paducah, then brought by boat
to the Lake area. Governor
Louie Nunn will kickoff the
tour September 27 with a din-
ner in Louisville.
Presentations will include
slides, brochures, and personal
contact. Mr. Treas said that the
Fulton slides are of the city
park, the library, a float in the
Banana Festival Parade, the
ton banana pudding served at
the Festival, and one of the en-
tertainers who appeared at the
Festival a few years ago.
Additional-9116es of the Pur-
chase Parkway, the new Hadley
plant, and the Industrial Park,
are being made available to the
chairman of the visual aids
program.
Mr. Treas said that the tour
will provide a good opportunity
for the City of Fulton to publi-
(Continued on Page 6)
SF Commission
Votes To Match
Federal Grant
The South Fulton City Com-
mission agreed to match their
Federal allocation received
under the Emergency Employ-
ment Act at a commission
meeting September 17.
The amount of the grant,
$5,292, plus the sum the city
will put up, will create two
positions instead of one. One
position will be in the area of
public safety (police) and the
other in public service.
The commission also passed
two ordinances, Ordinance 71-
9, the Business Tax Act, and 71-
11, the Stanley Jones Rezoning
ordinance. The latter concerns
rezoning of property the new
Farmer's Exchange Bank will
be built on.
Authorized at the meeting
was the acceptance of bids on
a new ditching machine; the
acceptance of bids on police
radio equipment, and the ac-
ceptance of bids on a pick-up
for use of the service director.
Life Is What You Make It. Ask Joe Hayden
By Betty Higgins
What is left in life when
your legs are paralyzed and
you will never walk again? Billy
Joe Hayden, office manager
for Turner Dairies, Inc. of Ful-
ton, could answer that question
with "a lot."
Billy Joe, a resident of the
St. Denis community near Fancy
Farm, Kentucky, was paralyz-
ed as the result of a car wreck
December 30, 1961. Now, al-
most 10 years later, he drives
his own car, holds down a full-
time job, end enjoys several
hobbles.
He says, "You just have to
do the best you can."
After the accident, Billy Joe
was in two hospitals for four
and a half months. Finally, the
doctors advised him that noth-
ing more could be done for him.
Then In August, 1962, a friend
in a similar physical condition
got him out of bed and taught
him to drive his car equipped
with hand controls.
"When I saw that I could
handle it," Billy Joe said, "I
wanted my own."
In October of 1962, Jess
Haynes, vocational rehabilita-
tion director for West Kentucky,
interviewed Billy Joe and gave
him aptitude and interest tests.
Then in January, 1963, he en-
rolled in Draughon's Business
College in Paducah, Kentucky.
"I didn't have anything to
lose and everything to gain,"
he recalls. "The whole time
I was going, I didn't think
about ever getting a job."
But he did. Billy Joe grad-
uated with a B-plus average
on March 9, 1964. March 10
he came to work at Turner
Dairies.
While at the college, he took
courses in cost accounting,
typing, business English, math-
ematics, spelling, filing, key
punch, teletype operation, and
many other aspects of busi-
ness. He attended class four
hours each day for the 14
months.
Billy Joe drove to Paducah,
which is about 60 miles from
his home. He was provided
with a parking space behind
the school. He remembers. ',I
would drive up, get my wheel-
chair from the back seat, get
Into it, and wheel into the
building on a wooden ramp a
friend made for me."
He was on the Student Coun-
cil, and John Gregory, late
president of Draughon's, said
in an interview for the Paducah
Sun-Democrat, "He was a good
leader, helpful toward his fel-
low students, and an inspira-
tion to all of us here."
Billy Joe has been working
for Turner Dairies ever since
his graduation in 1964. He be-
gan as a bookkeeper and is now
manager of the office.
Among his hobbies he lists
archery, painting, and working
with mosaics. He lifts weights
for therapy. An avid sports
fan, he rarely misses a foot-
ball game on television.
But he concedes that his fa-
vorite pastime is just driving.
"The hardest thing is knowing
you can't walk like other peo-
ple," he says. "But you have
to accept the fact and go on."
And he has.
HFTTIN' THE BOOKS... BIlly Joe Hayden, office manaper
Turner Dairies, Inc., works on the accounts In his office. Hay-
den, paralyzed since a wreck 10 years ago his been working
at the Fulton skint since his graduation from Draughon's &mi-
mes College in 1%1.
Interesting Comment
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Kentucky Unemployment Procedures Are Being
Affected By California Case In Supreme Court
The matter of unemployment
benefits in Kentucky . . . an area
that is often abused, may soon get
a little better clarification. At
least this is what we gather in
reading an "information bulletin"
this week from the Department of
Economic Security, Frankfort.
If you haven't seen the bulle-
tin, here are excerpts that might
be of interest:
As a result of the recent de-
cision of the United States Su-
preme Court in the cast of Judith
Java vs. California Department of
Human Resources Development, it
has become necessary for this Di-
vision to adopt certain procedural
changes relating to the issuance of
determinations as to benefit eligi-
bility following the protest of a
claim for unemployment insur-
ance by an interested employer.
In addition, it will be neces-
sary no later than March 31, 1972,
to amend Kentucky's Unemploy-
ment Insurance Law relating to
benefit payments to conform with
the Supreme Court's decision and
meet new requirements being im-
posed by the United States Depart-
ment of Labor as a result of that
decision.
Because of the effect that the
Court's decision, together with the
implementing requirements of the
United States Department of
• Labor, will have upon employers
as well as claimants in connection
• with the claim determination pro-
cess, it has been deemed advisable
to acquaint all employers with
these changes and background in-
lormation as to the events which
ibrought them about.
p,asically, this Division must
• three things in otter to con-
to the Courl's dettision. First
# must afford the employer an op-
portunity, following submission of
his protest, to personally appear
and confront the claimant at the
initial fact-finding interview and,
-v.there such personal confrontation
is requested, to notify him as to
te time and place of such inter-
-view.
• Secondly, it must accelerate
Its claims determination process to
ineet a time limit newly imposed
isy the United States Department
of Labor as an outgrowth of the
Supreme Court's decision.
Lastly, it must no later than
March 31, 1972, secure amend-
ments to Kentucky's law to re-
move the existing barrier against
payment of benefits while an issue
involving benefit payments is
pending final adjudication. All of
these changes are required to
meet the "prompt payment of
benefits when due" criteria es-
tablished by the Court's decision.
In order to meet the first re-
quirement, we are immediately in-
augurating procedures whereby
employers are being requested to
notify the Division as to whether
they desire to personally confront
the claimant at the initial fact-
finding interview. If such con-
frontation is desired, the employer
will then be notified as to the time
and place of such interview. Al-
though the Court's decision pro-
vides that such opportunity for
personal confrontation of the
claimant must be afforded the em-
ployer, it did not limit him to this
manner of submitting evidence in
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support of a protest. The implica-
tion of the Court's decision was to
the effect that the employer could
protest his case in other forms,
such as submission of written
statements or by telephone, in
which event such statements
would be given the same force and
effect as if submitted in person. It
is important, however, that a com-
plete statement in support of his
protest be submitted by an em-
ployer prior to or at the initial
fact-finding interview.
To meet the time limit ex-
pected to be imposed by the
United States Department of
Labor as a federal standard, the
Unemployment Insurance Com-
mission may find it necessary to
amend Commission regulations,
reducing from seven to five the
number of days allowed employ-
ers within which to file protest fol-
lowing notification of claim filing.
If this eventually becomes neces-
sary, you will be notified of this
fact at a later date and furnished
copies of the new regulations.
Finally, the Court's decision
declared in effect that any provi-
sion in a state's unemployment in-
surance law which would not per-
mit the payment of benefits at the
time such benefits were first ad-
ministratively allowed could not
be approved and certified by the
Secretary of Labor as complying
with the Federal Act requiring
prompt payment of benefits when
due. As a result of this holding, it
will be necessary for our Division
to ask the next session of the Gen-
eral Assembly to amend Ken-
tucky's law to comply with this re-
quirement.
Failure to amend our law to
comply with.,the COurt's mandate
or to put into operation such other
administrative changes as have
been required by the Court's de-
cision would give the Secretary of
Labor no alternative but to declare
Kentucky's law to be in noncon-
formity with the Federal Act.
This, in turn, would mean that
Kentucky employers could no
longer deduct their state unem-
ployment insurance tax payments
from their federal unemployment
tax. It would mean further, that
all administrative expenses, now
paid in their entirety by the Fed-
eral Government, would have to
be borne by the state itself.
At issue in the Java case de-
cided by the Supreme Court was
the question whether unemploy-
ment insurance benefits could be
suspended, after an initial award,
during an appeal by the claimant's
employer. In April the Supreme
Court handed down its unanimous
decision that benefits cannot be
suspended, following an initial
award, as the word "due" in Sec-
tion 303 (a) (1) of the Federal So-
cial Security Act, in the language
of the Court's decision, "means the
time when payments are first ad-
ministratively allowed as a result
of a hearing of which both parties
have notice and are permitted to
present their respective positions."
Facts and Opinions
The vice president of the
American Mutual Insurance Al-
liance, Mr. Donald W. Segraves,
reports, "Vehicle damage insur-
ance, which accounts for about
two thirds of the typical motor-
ist's total insurance bill, is increas-
ing in cost nearly 4.5 times faster
than the cost of the bodily injury
coverages, which account for the
other one third . . . The combina-
tion of. . . more frequent damage
coupled with a drastic rise in re-
pair costs means that auto insurers
had to pay out 52 percent more for
vehicle damage per 100 insured
cars in 1970 than they paid out in
1966."
Because Christ is our go-be-
tween, nothing can come between.
THE PATH THAT LEADS TO NOWHERE
There's a path that leads to Nowhere
In a meadow that I know,
Where an inland river rises
And the stream is still and slow;
There it wanders under willows
And beneath the silver green
Of the birches' silent shadows
Where the early violets lean.
Other pathways lead to Somewhere
But the one I love so well
Had no end and no beginning—
Just the beauty of the dell,
Just the windflowers and the lilies
Yellow striped as adder's tongue,
Seem to satisfy my pathway
As it winds their sweets among.
There I go to meet the Springtime,
When the meadow is aglow,
Marigolds amid the marshes,
And the stream is still and slow;
There I find my fair oasis,
And with carefree feet I tread
For the pathway leads to Nowhere,
And the blue is overhead.
All the ways that lead to Somewhere
Echo with the hurrying feet
Of the Struggling and the Striving,
But the way I find so sweet
Bids me dream and bids me linger—
Joy and Beauty are its goal;
On the path that leads to Nowhere
I have sometimes found my soul.
Corinne Roosevelt Robinson
The following editorial re-
marks broadcast on WFUL for
station owner Kenneth Turner
are extremely thought-provok-
ing. Mr. Turner's statement
points up the growing neces-
sity for candidates to "level"
with the voters, rather than to
try to lure the support by mis-
representation of tax relief in
certain areas.
The Fulton County News
urges you to read this article.
Here is the WFUL editorial:
AN AWFUL LOT OF NOISE
is being made these days re-
garding the possibility of re-
moving the Kentucky sales tax
from take-home groceries. At
first blush, this sounds likea
great idea. However, lots of
things take on a different light
when due consideration has
been given them. I believe this
Is such a case. Somewhere I
read or heard a story about
the people who found that the
taxes on a loaf of bread had
gone up and up until it was
eleven cents. They decided this
was too high.
They removed one cent of the
tax and placed it on the fuel
companies that supplied the
so-called big companies. The
fuel company now had to pay
the extra penny, so they raised
their price TWO pennies and
passed it along. One of the
companies involved was the
bread company. So they rais-
ed the wholesale price of bread
three pennies. The grocer rais-
ed the price a nickel. (The
consumer saved a whole penny
on his former tax bill. He paid
a nickel more for his loaf of
bread.)
It seems to me that this is
what may very well happen if
tue legislature removes the
sales tax from groceries. The
candidates for Governor all
FULTON'S
lillaraury Corner
BY LUCY DANIEL
Your Fulton Public Library
now has some new equipment
from our Department of Li-
braries in Frankfort. Now ready
for loan to our adult patrons
are a new filmstrip and slide
projector and a Channel Master
Cassette tape recorder. The
projector is a combination film-
strip and slide projector that
converts from one to the other
with very little effort. The li-
brarian will be glad to give a
few instructions on how to use
the projector and tape recorder
to anyone who borrows them.
These new pieces of equipment
are available to our adult pa-
trons and to any civic clubs
or church groups.
Next let's examine a few of
the newest books that have
arrived from the Department
of Libraries in Frankfort.
HO by David Halberstam.
This short, brilliant portrait
of Ho Chi Minh — who twice
led his nation into successful
battle against the West — is
more than a study of • remark-
able leader. In HO, David
Halberstam — one of the first
American journalists to under-
stand the tragedy of Vietnam —
makes clear why the United
States has not, and possibly
donna: Svia rafts-
trading betaath the, :taktial
jargon released by the North
Vietnamese government, Mr.
lialberstam reveals the key to
Ho's effectiveness: his pride in
his peasant origins, his in-
tense and unswerving national-
ism, and his conviction that a
combination of Marxism and
guerilla warfare was the only
way to liberate his country from
the colonialists. The West
learned too late of the natural
advantage of the guerilla army
fighting for Its own land, for
Ho's Vietnamese had mastered
guerilla tactics long before
either the French in the 1950's
or the Americans in the 1960's
even realized they were fight-
ing a war.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT DRUGS AND DRUG
ABUSE by Harvey Greenberg.
The title tells what this book
is much better than any other
explanation.
NEW POETRY OF MEXICO is
an anthology of the most impor-
tant poets of mid-twentieth-
cerapry Mexico. This Ls* jnost
delightful book that any poetry
lover will adore.
THE FRIENDLY BEAST:
LATEST DISCOVERIES IN ANI-
MAL BEHAVIOR by Vitus B.
Droacher. The author exam-
ines in this book many of the
latest investigations by scien-
tists of animal behavior and
psychology, and their findings.
MAN'S IMPACT ON NATURE
by Prof. J. A. Lauwerys. Life
on this planet is a huge, com-
plex network of inter-related
forms and functions — a net-
work that tends naturally to-
ward equilibrium but that can
easily be deflected into chaos.
This book is a brief account of
man's record as a member of
this network, and of his capac-
ity to influence its forms and
alter its functions. Since the
beginnings of agriculture, man
has been beset by crop pests
since the beginnings of urban
life, he has been threatened
by diseases. Both these ene-
mies are being conquered by
scientific research and its pa-
tron, industry. The final chap-
ter dealt briefly with the most
critical problem facing man
and other organisms with whom
he shares this planet — the
problem of human over-popu-
lation — and the certain and
appalling consequences that will
follow if we fail drastically to
reduce the birth-rate and in-
crease the world food produc-
tion.
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FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 1,1926
FHS Notes: The orchestra is progressing
nicely under the direction of Miss Clydella Bell
. . . the Student Council presented a spicy little
program called "The Gathering of the Nuts," dif-
ferent persons representing pieces of furniture.
New I. C. president, L. A. Downs, out on his
first inspection tour, passed through Fulton this
week in a special train. Supt. H. W. Williams,
Roadmaster S. J. Holt, Trainmaster 0. H. Mc-
Farlin, traveling engineer, J. S Rice, all of the
Tennessee division, joined the party here and ac-
compained them to Memphis.
The fashion show at the FHS auditorium,
sponsored by the Warner Blackard society of
the Methodist Church, was a brilliant success.
Newly adopted city ordinances: (1) It is un-
lawful to run or put in operation a Baby or Doll
rack or similar device in the city limits without a
license; same costs $5 per day or $15 month. (2):
Special articles sold from stands on streets or al-
leys require a license of $3 per day or $10 a week
(3): license for popcorn poppers on the streets,
$12 per year.
Buel Williams of Detroit surprised his par-
ents at Chestnut Glade by driving in from that
city Saturday afternoon.
Alvie Rickman's tobacco barn, containing
Voris Wilson's crop, was destroyed by fire out on
Dukedom Route 2 last Friday.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 5, 1951
It seems that our neighboring town of Water
Valley, just doesn't need a jail. About three years
ago a new jail,"of concrete blocks, was built in the
little town, but you can believe it or not, not one
single prisoner has been kept in it, since that
time.
As the building was just standing there, the
city officials decided to rent it out. Monday of
this week Elizah Cross, a painter by trade, paid a
month's rent and moved in. Mr. Cross was in the
News office Tuesday and reported that he liked
his new one-room home just fine, and he seemed
to be getting a big "kick" out of living in jail.
Seldon Reed, co-owner of Reed Brothers
Feed and Seed store on College Street, said today
that the formal opening of their new office build-
ing and retail store will not 'be for a few weeks
yet.
Dr. Rex Syndergard, one of Kentucky's most
informed students of history and international re-
lations and a member of the history department
of Murray State College will be the principal
speaker at the opening meeting of the Woman's
Club, Mrs. Jack Carter, president of the organiza-
tion, announced today. Miss Mary Martin, Mrs.
Mac Burrow and Mrs. Smith Atkins are in charge
of the opening day program, which will also fea-
ture a quartet of local male voices.
The News publishers are proud to announce
that Miss Barbara Rogers popular Fulton girl,
has joined the News staff.
Miss Rogers, 18, was graduated from Fulton
High School in the class of 1951.
Miss Rogers is the daughter of Mrs. Thula
Rogers of Peoria, Illinois and L. A. Rogers of St.
Louis. She makes her home with Mrs. Leslie Nu-
gent on Park Avenue.
Smith Stephens, band director at South Ful-
ton school, reports that the school band, which
was organized by Mr. Stephens last year, is pro-
gressing just fine, and that he expects the band
to participate in many programs this year.
Last year the band, the first one at the Ten-
nessee school since 1946, gave only three pro-
grams.
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel was named chairman of
Ladies Day for the coming year; succeeding Mrs.
Ward Bushart, at the annual election Tuesday
at the Fulton Country Club.
Other officers elected Tuesday were: Mrs.
Howard Adams, co-chairman; Mrs. C. E. Hughes,
food; Mrs. E. E. Williamson, treasurer. Handicap
chairman and reporter will be appointed by the
chairman.
say they favor this tax removal.
(But, they also all say that the
State cannot afford to lose the
fifty million dollars.) So, they
propose to make up the fifty
million by taxing minerals
that's coal, oil, gasoline, etc.
This means that these NEW
taxes will be passed right along
to you, the customer ... and
it may amount to one hundred...
or 150 MILLIONS instead of
fifty.
The railroads and trucks that
haul the groceries will pass
along their new tax cost. Part
of it will go right beckon those
same groceries the tax was
just removed from. It van also
be tacked onto clothing, Which
they also haul but still has the
sales tax on it. Some of it will
be added to your fuel bills. A
lot of it will be added to the
hauling costs of heavy items
like household furniture, re-
frigerators, etc.
So, let's suppose we take off
five percent on groceries. Then
we add back two percent by this
indirect method. Then two more
percent goes on clothing, furni-
ture, and everything else you
buy. We will have, in effect,
lowered our grocery cost by
only three percent, and we have
Jumped the total tax to SEVEN
percent on everything else
we buy.
NOW, if the politicians were
telling us that we have lots of
money . . .that they can do with-
out the five percent on groceries
. that they can do without the
fifty million dollars . that
would be great. BUT, when they
say they are going to try to re-
move fifty million at one place
and shift it somewhere else,
I, for one, become very BUS -
picious. I suspect that the con-
sumer . . . you and I are
about to get clobbered with
about 100 million in new taxes
in place of the fifty million
removed. It's like having them
promise to stop stepping on my
foot and start stepping on my
hand instead. That's why I
think this campaign rhetoric
should be thoroughly analyzed.
Let's look before we leap.
This is an editorial opinion
that is personally mine. Per-
haps I am completely wrong in
my thinking. If you believe that
I am, let us hear from you.
WFUL will give time to air
your views, too. Just write
your opinion to WFUL, Fulton,
Ky. 42041.
Letters of Interest
EMBERTON BOAT Jii
September 16, 19'71
Mrs. Johanna M. Westphelling
Editor -Publisher
Hickman Courier
Hickman, Kentucky 42050
Dear Jot
I read with interest your col-
umn of September 9 concerning
what you termed "flowery
rhetoric" (and campaign prop-
aganda mailed to the Courier
by one of the state campaign
headquarters.)
Although I certainly hope
the reference was not to the Tom
Emberton for Kentucky's Gov-
ernor headquarters, I wanted to
point out that many editors
have, in the past, been critical
of candidates for "just touch-
ing on the issues" and not
showing the depth of under-
standing that is believed nec-
essary to manage state gov-
ernment. There have been ques-
tions as to "just where do the
candidates stand" on various
issues.
Tom Emberton spent a great
deal of time during the spring
and early summer conducting
public hearings on the issues
and was given a great deal of
Information and benefited from
the expertise of Kentuckians
from all walks of life. As a
result of those hearings and
his own personal study and
knowledge, Tom has been capa-
ble of presenting platform
positions that are compre-
hensive and in depth,
It is the copies of those po-
sition papers that we incledi
along with a press release vrhele
Tom announces a new plank.
We do hope that you find
these beneficial to you in gain-
ing a greater understanding of
how Tom Emberton plans to go
about building a better Ken-
tucky.
Sincerely,
John Fitzwater
Press Secretary
(Ed's Note: I agree that the
electorate should be aware of
a candidate's stand on the im-
portant Issues of a campaign.
This Is not the problem refer-
red to In my column of recentdate. My problem, and the prob-
lem of most weekly newspapersis pubUshing the releases inthe form sent to us.
(My suggestien is to sendout
these statements in brief, con-
cise releases, so that they will
not necessitate re
-writing tofit the space allocated for other
than local news.
(The broadcast media rarelygives such statements more
than a minute for such policy
statements, so why not use
such brevity in a news story,
which assures the candidate Of
more exposure in our news
columns. And thanks, John, tee
reading the Hickman Courier.)
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Memphis Ceremony Unites
Miss Hettinger, Alan Drewry
Miss Marilyn Anne Hettinger
and Alan Burke Drewry were
married in a candlelight cere-
mony Saturday. September 4,
at First United Lutheran
Church in Memphis.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Elmer Het-
tinger of Memphis, and Mr.
and Mrs. Bailey Frey Drewry
of Winchester, formerly of
Fulton.
The Reverend Victor D. Der-
rick, pastor emeritus, officiat-
ed. Nuptial music was pre-
sented by Mrs. Ned C. Can-
trell, organist.
Groupings of tiered cande-
labra and arrangements of
white gladioli and white pom-
pons decorated the chancel
area of the church. Matching
flowers filled the altar vases.
Completing the setting were
burning candles in the stained
glass windows and cathedral
candles banded with flowers,
greenery and bows down the
center aisle. Cascade bouquets
of white flowers marked the
family pews.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a gown
of candlelight organza over
bridal silk enhanced with Alen-
con lace on the empire bodice,
Victorian neckline and full
bishop sleeves. The A-line
skirt, which terminated in a
chapel train, featured rows of
matching lace applique down
the front. A French cap of or-
ganza and lace secured her
cathedral veil of misty English
illusion banded in matching
lace. Her bridal bouquet was
a cascade of white roses and
baby's breath.
The bride chose as her ma-
tron of honor Mrs. Laurel Til-
ley of Memphis. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Edward M. Hettinger
of Southaven, Mississippi, the
bride's sister-in-law, Mrs.
Charles Carl Peterson III of
Nashville, the groom's sis-
ter; Miss Donna Hettinger, the
bride's niece, and Mrs. Philip
Kelly Biles of Memphis.
The attendants wore long em-
pire gowns of halo blue silk
shantung fashioned with high
necklines and long full sleeves
of embroidered white silk or-
ganza. Their bow headpieces
were of 'it ' nuttctittir shade.
The groom chose as best man
Samuel Grant Hopkins of Win-
chester. Groomsmen were
Charles C. Peterson III of
Nashville, Edward M. Hettinger
of Southaven, the bride's broth-
er; and Philip K. Biles.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Hettinger wore a long
pink crepe gown with pink lace
en the bodice.
Mrs. Drewry, mother of the
groom, was attired in a long
gown of re-embroidered yellow
silk lace over ivory satin styled
with a mandarin neckline and
long sleeves.
The bride's parents enter-
tained approximately 200
guests at a reception at the
church following the ceremony.
Assisting in serving were:
Mrs. Hugh Lashlee, Miss
Evelyn Snipes, Mrs. Charles
Reynolds, Miss Judy Pleri and
Mrs. Ernest Startup, all of
Memphis.
For going away the bride
wore an ivory silk dress trim-
med in gold buttons with
matching accessories
The couple is now residing
at 750 Adams, Shelbourne
South Apartments, Memphis.
He will attend the University
of Tennessee School of Den-
tistry. Mrs. Drewry ts a teach-
er at West Memphis High
School.
Among the guests were: Mrs.
Robert E. Drewry of Union
City and Mrs. E. C. Cook of
Fulton, the groom's grand-
mothers.
Others attending the wed-
ding from out-of-town were
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Weaks, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Speight, Fulton;
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M. Weaks,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lock-
hart, Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Drewry and children,
Jerry and Susan, and Charles
Carl Peterson IV, Nashville;
Mr. and Mrs. Neville Wilkins,
Grenada, Mississippi; Mr. and
Mrs. David West, Booneville,
Mississippi, Mr. and Mrs. De-
Witt Smith, Decherd, and Dr.
and Mrs. William M. Ikard,
Dr. and Mrs. Cecil H. Can-
trell, Misses Carol and Betty
Cantrell, Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Hopkins, Miss Julie Hopkins,
Dill McCort) and Nu. and Mrs.
J. W, McCord, all of Winches-
ter.
,
Notes and News From—
Haws Memorial
k or this giving of them-
selves, they make the day
more meaningful to someone.
This describes two of our de-
voted volunteers Sara Beth
Martin and Maxine Jeffress.
Both were active in the Red
Cross Volunteer program and
have remained faithful.
Each Tuesday morning
through fog or haze Mrs. Jeff-
ress comes to visit with each
resident while taking them fresh
water. She may write a letter
for one, read the Bible to an-
other; whatever, she is there
willing to help.
"With rings on her fingers,
and bells on her toes," she
makes music wherever she
goes. The unmistakable music
Mrs. Martin shares may be
that of laughter, a smile or a
twinkle in her eye. Her cheer-
ful mood is contagious and we
all anticipate her visits.
Five members of the Pales-
tine WSCS have volunteered
to take turns each Thursday
morning for a couple of hours.
This same group offered to
make fall centerpieces for the
dining tables. In less than a
week our dining room was
transformed into fall loveli-
ness with assorted arrange-
ments of anttqued fruit, nuts
and flowers.
One morning last week we
had a good time when Helen
Albin came ont. We Invited
her to come and show us some
of her bright and gay hand-
painted articles. She brought
handkerchiefs to each one in
the lounge. She monogrammed
the men's and painted flowers
and names on each of the ladies'
favorite colors.
Mary Lou Blackstone will be
busing the Bookmobile out to
Haws on the first and third
Wednesdays of each month.
We have an interesting selec-
tion of books from which to
choose, thanks to Mrs. B.
This past week Mesdames
McAlister, Woodruff and Mc-
Millen celebrated birthdays.
We had a combined celebra-
tion Thursday and Mrs. Tripp
played the piano and led the
singing before refreshments
were served. A garden variety
of bingo was played with Mr.
Stovall, Mr. Jones, and Mrs.
Hill taking top honors or white
elephants, depending on the
recipient of the black and white
garter. By the way, we never
did know just how many pieces
of candy Betty McMillen ate,
did anyone count?
Mrs. Lillie McGinnis is the
newest member of the Great-
Grandmother Club. The initia-
tion took place after the official
nine meths probation period;
her sponsor was little Miss
Wilson, infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mut Wilson. Congratu-
lations!
TWAT OLD-TIME RELIGION. . . Mrs. Vile Williams, Haws
Memorial Nursing Horne resident since May, enjoys reading her
Mbie mom than anything else. The 87.year-old Dixon County,
Tennessee, restive has lived on Fulton, Route 1, since her mar-
AMP fe Name Williams. Mr. Williams still reside, there. One
&lighter, Evelyn Molten gym in Dukedom, Tsressesm, and •
ea% L T. Williams, lives In Mayfield.
I Miss Deborah Gayle Jones ofGleason became the bride ofHarry Rupert "Buddy" SublettIII of Hickman, Kentucky, in asummer wedding Saturday,August '7, at 8 o'clock in the
evening at the First Baptist
Church in Gleason.
Miss Jones is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Doris Jones
of Gleason and Mr. Sublett is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Rupert Sublett, Jr., of Hick-
man, Kentucky.
The Rev. John Britt of Ful-
ton officiated at the double
ring ceremony. Mrs. Bill
Blackburn, organist, present-
ed the wedding music. The
wedding vows were exchanged
before a background of artis-
tically arranged jade and
emerald lighted by the glow of
burning candles. The center
altar decoration was an arched
candelabra of burning tapers
and a sunburst arrangement
of white chrysanthemums flank-
ed by two spiral candelabra
entwined with smilax.
The bride, given in marri-
age by her father, wore a hand-
made gown styled by the Irene
Shoppe. It was fashioned of
white silk organza over peau
de sole and designed with an
empire bodice and long, full
sleeves buttoned at the hands
with a four-button cuff. She
carried a bouquet designed of
bridal roses and white carna-
tions centered with a white
orchid.
Miss Jozella Taylor of Glea-
son was the bride's maid of
honor. Bridesmaids included
Mrs. Jimmy Stewart of Paris,
Miss Terese Carraway of Mur-
ray, Kentucky, cousin of the
bride, Miss Debbie Black of
Gleason. Miss Melissa Orr,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Orr of Gleason, served as
flower girl.
The bridal attendants wore
floor length dresses of floral
chiffon over mint green satin.
They wore matching shoes and
nylon hats with floral chiffon
streamers knotted in the back.
Their multicolored styled bou-
quets were of roses, poms,
daisies, baby's breath, gla-
melias and ivy.
Best man was J L. Atwill of
Crutchfield. Groomsmen in-
cluded Monroe Bellew, cousin
of the groom, of Hickman, Mike
Petite of Gleason, and Jerry
Graham of Crutchfield. Master
Wayne Robbins, son of Mr.and
Mrs. Bennie Robbins of Gies-
sen, was ring bearer. Ushers
and candlellghters were Chuck
Everett of Hickman, and Ted
Hopkins of Murray, brother-
in-law of the groom.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Janes chose an aqua A-
line lace dress fashioned with
Mr. and Mrs. Sublet
Deborah Jani,AuclkSublett
Wed In Ceremony At Mason
long sleeves. She wore white
accessories and a purple or-
chid was pinned at her shoul-
der.
Mrs. Sublett, mother of the
groom, was attired in a green
knit A-line dress fashioned
with short sleeves and a scal-
loped neckline. She wore white
accessories arid a white yellow-
throated orchid was pinned at
her shoulder.
Mrs. Wade Jones of Clinton,
grandmother of the groom, was
attired in a blue lace dress and
she wore a corsage of white
carnations.
Mrs. T. E. Murdaugh of Ful-
ton, great-grandmother of the
groom, wore a green dress with
black accessories and a white
carnation corsage.
Immediately following the
ceremony the bride's parents
entertained at a reception in
the Educational building of the
church. Miss Debbie Stlgall
presided at the register.
Mrs. Byron Gallimore of
Puryear presided at the punch
bowl and Miss Marilyn Hicks
served the wedding cake. As-
sisting with the reception hos-
pitalities were Mrs. Joe Tay-
lor, Mrs. Max Orr, and Mrs.
James W. Starks.
When the couple left for a
wedding trip to Colorado the
bride was wearing a beige
pants suit with beige acces-
sories. She pinned the orchid
from her bridal bouquet at,
her shoulder. They are now
residing at 102 Mill Street
in Gleason.
Out-of-town guests were:
Bobby Sublett, Mrs. Chuck Ev-
erett, Mrs. Monroe Bellew,
Miss Carla Campbell, James
Coffey, Mr. and Mrs. Ermon
Workman, Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard Triplett, Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Major, Miss Agnes Sub-
tette, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Jones, Lynn and Dennis, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Taylor of Hick-
man.
Mrs. Jerry Graham, Mrs.
J. L. Atwill, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Atwill, and Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Bellew of Crutchfield.
Mrs. John Britt, Mrs. T. E.
Murdaugh of Fulton.
Mrs. Wade Jones of Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Denali Pas-
chall of Hazel, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W.
Heath of Paducah.
Mrs. Ted Hopkins, Luther
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. P. W Car-
rawly, Mike Farley, Mr. and
Mrs. Artell Norman, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Sons and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe T. Outland and
Lisa, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nora-
worthy, Tammy and Molena of
Murray.
Miss Susie Stewardson came
from Denver, Colorado. i: t
Dr. and 541rs... Carl [Sisk beam
Decatur, Illinois, , ,
Jimmy Stewart, Mrs. Edgar
Pasch ill, Laurie and Audrie,
Paris, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Galli-
raore, Puryear, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. William F
Harris of Martin, Tennessee.
Miss Benua And
Mr. Major Will
Wed In January
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ray
Bonus, Westerville, Ohio, an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Carol June, to
Michael Madison Major, son of
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Malor.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Columbus School for Girls
and the University of Ken-
tucky at Lexington, where she
now attends graduate school.
She is a member of Chi Omega
sorority.
Her fiance, a graduate of
Fulton County High School and
a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity, will graduate
from the University of Ken-
tucky in December.
The wedding will be an event
of January 1.
Miss Arrington
Reveals Plans
For Wedding
Miss Linda Mae Arrington,
daughter of Mrs. Carl Metcalf
Arrington of Fulton andthe late
C. M. Arrington today an-
nounces plans for her marri-
age to Harold E. Dacus of Ful-
ton.
The vows will be said at
four o'clock on Saturday, Oc-
tober 9, 19'11, at the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church in
Fulton. Rev. W. W. Kitterman,
pastor of the church, will per-
form the double ring ceremony.
The bride will be escorted
to the altar by her brother,
Carl E. Arrington of Union
City, Tennessee. Miss Arring-
ton has chosen as her only
attendant and matron of honor
Mrs. Carl E. Arrington.
Serving the groom as best
man will be Louts E. Todd of
Hickman, Kentucky. Ushers
will be Joe W. Hill, Fulton, and
Jim Bell, Ma:, field.
Music will be furnished by
Mrs. Lamon E. Kilzer, church
organist, and Mr. Lemon E.
Kilzer, vocalist.
No invitations are being sent.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are cordially invited to
attend the wedding ceremony
and the reception which will
follow immediately in Fellow-
ship Hall of the church.
NAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday": Rita Jean
Vaughn, Tommy Bodker, Har-
lan Craven, September 23;
Kerry Frields, Mildred Cloys,
Eon Dowdy Ortiz, September
24; Mrs. Margaret Perry,
David Long, September 25;
Stan Hurt, Frances Workman,
September 28; Johnny Hollatid,
Mike Bailey, Gale Mendenhal,
September 27; Mrs. Evelyn
Dixon, W. S. Mantle, P. D.
Blaylock, Mrs. Hugh Fly, Sep-
tember 28; Donna Sisk, Sep-
tember 29.
. TOUR MEXICO
Mr.- 'and Mrs. J. D. Bennett
and Mr. and Mrs. Bowd Hop-
kins have returned home after
touring in Mexico and visiting
relatives in Arberqurque, Ncw
Mexico. They visited Mr. and
Mrs. Ethlar Bennett, Mr. and
Mrs. Roos Hopkins, and Mrs.
Pearl Linder.
WORKSHOP
Mrs. LaNette Allen, Carr
Elementary principal and Faye
Stokes, supervisor, are a:tend-
ing a workshop for Southern
Association of Schools end
Universities Thursday, Septem-
ber 23, at Murray State Univer-
sky.
HAS SURGERY
H. H. (Tar) Nelson of War-
ren, Michigan, is progressing
favorably after surgery at Holy
Cross Hospital in Detroit Sep-
tember 15. His wife is the for-
mer Betty George Lynn and
'his mother is Mrs. Etna Nelson,
507 Third Street, Fulton.
Rose Ellen Russell Weds
Robert Weiner In Paducah
The sanctuary of Broadway
United Methodist Church in Pa-
ducah was the setting of the
candlelight service uniting
Rose Ellen Russell of Paducah,
formerly of Fulton, and Robert
Thomas Weiner, Jr., Septem-
ber 11.
A program of prenuptial mu-
sic was presented by Mrs.
Lynne Werner, organist, and
Charles Lindsey, vocalist.
The bride was given in mar-
riage by her father, the Rev-
erend Henry Russell, before an
altar banked in magnolia leaves
with candles sweeping toward
the 10-foot wedding symbol sus-
pended from the arch above
the organ.
Brass chalices of grapes
and two tall Christ candles
adorned the altar. Cathedral
tapers lined the aisles.
The Reverend William P.
Bailey, Jr., district superin-
tendent of the Paducah District
of the United Methodist Church
assisted the bride's father in
performing the ceremony.
The bride wore a gown of
white silk peau de sole fash-
ioned with a rounded neckline
and petal sleeves of Alencon
lace. Miniature buttons se-
cured the lace bodice in the
back which joined the A-line
skirt.
The cathedral-length Brus-
sels lace veil was attached to
a Camelot headdr ass of Alen-
con lace banded with seed
pearls.
The bride carried a bouquet
of orchids and white roses at-
tached with satin streamers
to the Bible which her mother
and sister carried in their
weddings.
Matron of honor for her
sister was Mrs. Bill Rudolph
of Decatur, Alabama. Maid of
honor was the bride's other
sister, Betty Grace Russell.
Other bridesmaids were: Mrs.
Arthur Stillwell, Elmharst, Il-
linois; Miss Carol Weiner, Oak
Lawn, Illinois, sister of the
groom; Miss Jean Houser, St.
Augustine, Florida, and Miss
Dana Pickett of Fort Lauder-
dale, Florida.
The bridesmaids wore gowns
of leaf green chiffon with
bodices overlaid in white lace
with full sleeves cuffed in wide
white lace. Their headdresses
of white lace with shoulder-
length green veils were Came-
lot-styled. They carried bou-
quets of red carnations and
gold chrysanthemums embel-
lished with small bunches of
grapes and sprigs of wheat
and tied with crimson stream-
ers.
Dawn Marie Stillwell, niece
of the groom, served as flower
girl. She wore a white lace
dress with a green sash.
The groom chose as his best
man Bob Coding of San Ber-
nardino, California. Grooms-
men were: Larry Hyler of
Chicago, Illinois, Arthur Still-
well of Elmhurst, Bill Ru-
dolph of Decatur, and brothers
of the bride, Henry E. Rus-
sell III and Steve Russell.
The bride's mother was at-
tired in a full-length lime
green crepe dress. The groom's
mother wore a beaded pink
floor-length gown. Both wore
orchids. Mrs. A. H. Williams
of Humboldt, Tennessee, grand-
mother of the bride, wore a
full-length pink sheath with
gold braid trim.
At the reception which fol-
lowed the wedding ceremony,
Miss Sandy Sears presided at
the guest book. Serving were
Mesdames John Clarke, Rich-
ard Denton, Truman Walters,
Bill Martin, Bill Henry, John
Hester, Paul Sanderson, and
Hal Jenkins of Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Lester Myrick and Miss
Jedda Higginbotham of Louis-
ville. Tim Clarke, Male Den-
ton and Pam Denton gave rice
bags to each guest.
Following a western wedding
trip, Mr. and Mrs. Weiner will
make their home in Long
Beach, California, where he
is youth minister of the Chris-
tian Life Church.
I BEFORE AND AFTER . . . Three B and PW Club members
• wait for customers at their bake sal* Friday morning at the
C°Thgratulrati°11° to Mr. and Fulton Bank. Seated are Hilda Adams and Ruth Puckeft. Nancy
Mrs. Hay Cresson, Cattchfield,
Willson stands behind them.en the birth of a baby girl at , .
4:30 e. in. Friday. September in the bottom photo Bill Scott Os the description of • roe.
17. She weighed 5 pounds. fled customer after he purchased, pie from the ladlen - •
Hello World
Dear Ann Landers: The whole
world is in one mell-of-a-hess.
The only solution is to face up
to the facts promptly, without
emotion, for the good of all.
Here are the rules which must
be followed.
1. Everybody over 50—OUT.
(Except the top 10 per cent of
scientists, social workers,
writers, musicians and doc-
tors.) (You can stay, because
you're in the top 10 per cent)
2. All criminals — major and
minor — OUT.
3. All handicapped people —
OUT. They would be better
off and so would the world. The
basic rule should be "only
those who are contributing to
the welfare of the world should
be allowed to live."
4. No medical help for chil-
dren under six years of age.
In this way, only the strong
would survive to perpetuate
healthy offspring.
5. Bottom 10 per cont — lazy,
40ga Andeia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
stupid, etc. — OUT.
6. Sterilize- everybody after
two children. (Nobody needs
more. Some people don't need
any.)
7. Abolish cars. We now know
that most of the pollutice comes
from cars. Aside from the pol-
lution menace, too many Peo-
ple have forgotten how to walk.
If these rules seem far out
let me assure you that they are
not. We are living in perilous
times. Drastic measures are
required or we are all finished.
— One Who Wants The Greatest
Good For The Largest Number
Dear One: Thank you for let-
ting me know I can stay. And
now, I'd like to ask one ques-
tion. Who is going to define,
"stupid, lazy, handicapped, ma-
jor and minor criminals, writ-
ers and musicians?" As for
you, have you considered II sa-
liva test? I recommend it.
Dear Ann Landers: I do not
agree with you that "Nutty Al"
Is appropriately named. How
do you figure it? He got his
$400 back from the dentist who
couldn't get the dentures to fit.
And then he picked blindfolded,
out of the telephone book, an-
other dentist who made him a
perfect set of dentures. He
didn't have to go back for even
one adjustment. I wish I was
half as smart. Here is what
happened to me:
Last year I went to a very
reputable dentist for a re-line
job. He convinced me that I
needed a new set of dentures.
This man ruined my old set
and the new teeth he made
(for $425) fit like a saddle on
I sow.
With the help of a nail file
and some sandpaper lam man-
aging to wear my old uppers.
The lowers he made are 0. K.
for a few hours at a time,
but there are many things I
can't eat.
Please don't tell me to go to
another dentist and start over
again. I know I must do this
but that bush in the back yard
that grows $425 bills is not
producing much this season.
I hope you will print this let-
ter. Maybe my dentist will iee
it and send me a peace offer.
lag. — Gumming It Up In Boub.
der.
Dear Gumm: Don't stand de
one foot waiting for that "peace
offering." And don't wait ler
that bush in the back yard,
either. Find a dentist
will make you another set „JAL
choppers on the chew-now,--
pay-later plan. Dentistry '-
no do-it-yourself hobby,
need teeth that fit. And ..you.
need 'em now. Move alreadyc-
How far should a teen-am
couple go? Can necking
safe? When does It becoiie
too hot to handle? Send for...
Ann Landers' booklet, "Nee;Ig-',..-v.
log And Petting — What -Wer:
The Limits?" Mall your re:I.
quest to Ann Landers in sarez.:
of your newspaper enclosting.::
508 in coin and a long, stamp--
ed, self-addressed enveloales.?".
(C) 1971, Publishers -
Syndicate
• LATHAM
$y Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Mrs. Jesse Cummings of De-
troit, Michigan is visiting her
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Bon-
nie Cummings.
Mr. Bonnie Cummings was
dismissed from the Fulton Hoe-
- idtal last Tuesday and is con-
, yalescing at his home.
- Mrs. Cella Hawks returned
from Texas last week after vis-
iting her daughter Diane and
family. She made a goodreport
on her new granddaughter by
adoption.
Sympathy is extended to.Mr.
and Mrs. Coyce Jones on the
loss of one of their twin babies
at the Fulton Hospital last week.
The other little girl is doing
fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Buntin
of Hot Springs, Arkansas, are
visiting relatives and friends
le this community and Dres-
den this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dines Ridgeway
of Detroit, Michigan, are vis-
iting relatives and friends in
this community and Fulton this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sexton
and sons, formerly of Chicago,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ulyess
Dortch last Sunday.
Chess Morrison remains
about the same. his recent
visitors were. Mr. and Mrs.
Huel Wright, Hobart Watts,
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell,
Kenneth, Ken and Kevin Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hollings-
worth, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Buntin, Mrs. Jesse Cummings,
Robert, Randy and Jack Pogue,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cum-
mings.
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
''The origin, construction,
preparation, uses and care of
different fibers," was the les-
son presented by Mrs. Grace
Prince when the Chestnut Glade
Club met for the regular Sep-
tember meeting with Mrs. Jim-
mie Westbrook and Mrs. Paul
Reams co-hostesses.
Mrs. Danny Wheat led the
song "Count Your Many Bless-
fogs." Mrs. Jeter Wheat gave
the devotional using appropri-
nte scripture selections.
: Mrs. James Pogue gave thepatety Lesson, urging that when
there is any doubt concerning
'safety in food that it is advis-
kble to discard any food that
could cause an illness. She
answered questions concerning
tefreezing thawed foods. She
Idvised that fruits and vege-
rd 
les could be safely refrozen
the color and odor was good
that meats should only
be refrozen if ice crystals were
bresent.
: Mrs. Jeter Wheat chose the
bumber that matched the door
prize number.
: Mrs. Danny Wheat directed
the recreation on T. V. com-
mercials with Kathy Pogue the
Winner.
: A party plate and cold drinks
*ere served by the hostesses.
: The next meeting will be in
qte home of Mrs. Valda Simp-
Son at 1 p. m. on the third
Thursday in October. Visitors
are cordially invited.
IN HOSPITAL
Claude Kimbell is in inten-
stve care after undergoing
Surgery Friday at the Kennedy
Veterans Hospital in Memphis.
Nis address is 12 floor, South.
Parts For All —
Electric Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
NOTICE
All persons having claims
against the estate of William J.
Tuff mkt, deceased, are re-
quested to file their claims,
verified according to law, at
my office at the address given
below, no later than six months
from date.
Also any person interested in
ptirchasing the William J. Tuf-
heed residence on Park Road,
rultne, Kentucky, please see
lege.
JOHN C. BONDURANT,
Administrator
2I9 E. Chriton Street
Hickman, Kentucky
S. P. MOORE & CO
110 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 47941114
-.Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
=Vinyl and Tile
--pawns and McGee Carpeting
-Yeholstering, Modern and
'It u•
Kitchen Carpeting
TEMPUS FUGIT Ofd photos are probably the best reminder of just how quickly times gees by. Abe Thompson, Fulton, brought this picture of students at
the old Palestine School by the News office. Taken around 1895, it includes the teacher, two board members, and students of 1897-98. Pictured are: (front row,
left to right) Charlie Nugent, Marvin Nugent, Arnett Browder, Herndon Fields, Leroy Willingham, Arthur Willingham, Chester Pewitt, Otis Browder. Second
now: Lee Nugent, Luther Pewitt, Annie Hester, Livie Fields, Eula Nugent, Eunice Ramsey, Pauline Fields, Daisy Nugent, and George Browder, a board
member. Third row: Mettle Fields, Pearl Browder, Beulah Fields, Edna Nugent, Aubrey Nugent, Charlie Browder, Garner Fields. Back Row: Walter Blackman,
Dolphin Williams, Arthur Browder, George Pickering, Eaton Browder, Boyd Browder, Lewis Ramsey, Mr. H. D. May, teacher, and !sham Browder, board
member. The photo was taken on the steps of the Old Palestine Methodist Church.
Picture Of Palestine School HOSPITAL NEWS
Students Recall Memories
The days of the old one-room Fields, Hettle Fields, Beulah
schools are just about gone. Fields, and Garner Fields are
But the photograph of the stu- brothers and sisters of Mrs.
dents at Palestine School in J. 0, Lewis, Mrs. Smith Atkins,
1895, once located west of and Jesse Fields. Beulah
Fulton on Middle Road near Fields was Robert Thompson's
what is presently the site of mother.
Palestine Methodist Church, Edna Nugent, deceased, was
must bring back memories for the mother of Mrs. Warren
many people. Graham. Charles Browder of
In fact, four members of the Duncan, Oklahoma, and Arthur
classes of 1897-98 are still Browder, deceased, are uncles
living. Eunice Ramsey Drys- of Abe Thompson and James
dale resides in Fulton, Pauline Browder. Isham Browder was
Fields White is in Nashville; their grandfather.
Hettie Fields Paschall is a The Old PalestineSchool was
Memphis resident, andCharles torn down in the early 1900's
Browder lives in Duncan, Okla- after it was abandoned. Tte
homa. enrollmeni was consolidated
Several of those pictured are wttll of the school once
relatives of Fulton CountianS. lo & the Community Club
Charles Nugent, deceased, waS Hse rulton.
the father of David Nugent and The church, where the plc-
Mrs. Don Henry. Herndon turn was taken, was rebuilt
Fields, Olivie Fields, Pauline after it burned years ago.
Fulton County FFA Chapter
Receives Gold Emblem Award
Kentucky FFA executive di-
rector James D, Maddox has
announced that the Fulton Coun-
ty FFA Chapter has been named
a national gold emblem chap-
ter in the Building Our Ameri-
can Communities (BOAC) Proj-
ect.
The project in Fulton County
Included a massive county-wide
South Fulton
Little Devils
Pick Up Win
The South Fulton Little Red
Devils defeated the Rives Pan-
thers Thursday night, Septem-
ber 16, by a score of 6-0 on
the home field.
The game was a hard-fought
battle from start to finish, but
the Little Devils refused to
give up. They repeatedly drove
the ball down the field only to
be stopped by several 15-yard
penalties.
Finally in the early minutes
of the fourth quarter Randy
Henderson broke loose and
took the ball to the three-yard
line. Then, behind some fine
blocking from his teammates,
Henderson hit pay dirt standing
up. The extra point failed.
The Little Devils' toughde-
tense held the Panthers to
only short gains and never let
them threaten the score. Coach
James Faulkner had nothing
but praise for the team both on
offense and defense.
He also praised the line ei-
forts of assistant coaches Bob-
by Calhoun and Ray Wilson.
Also doing a fine job for
the Devils Thursday score-
wise were Williams and Kelley,
tackles, Minor and Mathias,
guards, Staggs and Coley,
center, Gore, and backs Wilson,
Potts and Pruitt.
The Little Devils will meet
Dixie in South Fulton Thursday
night, September 23.
clean-up campaign called Op-
eration CRUD, Crusade for the
Recovery of Unsightly Debris.
The planting of some 21,000
pine tree seedlings, landscape
demonstration projects, and
community service activities
In the area of development
and beautification were a part
of the national recognition.
Sponsored by the Farmers
Home Administration and the
Eli Lilly Foundation, the Pur-
chase area and state awards
were presented to Fulton Coun-
ty at the Kentucky FFA Conven-
tion in June.
The national award will be
presented at the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City,
Missouri on October 14 with
Fulton County President Doug
Goodman and Advisor James
M. Everett acceptingthe award.
The Gold Emblem is the high-
est national rating given in the
BOAC project.
Fulton County delegates at-
tending the convention with
12,000 to 14,000 national lead-
ers will be David Adams and
Pat Lattus.
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, September 22:
HILLVIEW
Ludene Sims, Milburn, Ken-
tucky; Irene Shultz, Sedalia,
Mary Cunningham, J. P. Owens,
Wino; Carolene Riley, Hick-
man; Ruth Curtin, Clinton; De-
ward Wilson, Mozelle Crone,
Water Valley, Anna May Davis,
Elaine Allen, Shirley Long,
Beulah Parrot, South Fulton;
Rick Arnold, Riley Tate, Linda
Clark, Virginia Holley, Blanche
Calliharn, Debbie Butts, Ricky
Morrow, Fulton.
FULTON
Glenn Hindman, Detroit,
Michigan; Mende Kimberlin,
Flavia Nanney, Martin; Anna-
belle Burgess, Crutchfield; Jo-
anne Collins, Union City; Rada
B, Carter, Mary E James,
Clinton; Georgia Thomas, Ina
Marie Elliot, Ruby Lee, Wingo;
Michael Alexander, Geneva
Cavitt, Ora Dixon, Laura Elliot,
Clella Fields, Charlie Free-
man, Jimmy P. Hale, Maude
Joyner. South Fulton; Fred Ben-
nett, Catherine Burnham, Clar-
ence Cook, Chuck Curtis, Ruel
Fulcher, Hilda Gargus, Gessie
Hicks, Alma Lee, Floyce M.
Murphey, Grace Newton, Sara
Powell, Olive Reeves, Icie
Townsend, Mary Wagster, Elsie
Workman, Lucy Daniels, Della
Johnson, Irene Carver, Inez
Binford, Fulton.
Fulton Jr. High
Beats Cayce In
Season Opener
The Fulton Junior High team
won its first game of the sea-
son Tuesday night as it teat
Cayce 32-6. Coach Cecil
Maddox's players picked up
16 points during the first min-
ute of the first quarter.
Cayce's only score came
under a 50-yard run by Petti-
grew who failed in the attempt
for an extra point.
The team meets its next op-
ponents Tuesday September
28 at Hickman.
Sesqui Delegation
Will Visit Fulion
A delegation representing the
Hickman county Sesquicenten-
nial Celebration to be held
October 3-10 will visit in
Hickman, Union City and Ful-
ton Friday, September 24.
The group will depart Cite-
Registration for Sunday's an- ton at 6 p. m. and arrive at
nual Punt, Pass and Kick con- the Fulton County Courthouse
test is now being conducted at in Hickman at 6:25 p. m. De-
Varden Ford Sales. Boys plan- parting Hickman at 6:45 p. m.
fling to participate in the corn- they will arrive at the court-
petition must register prior to house in Union City at 7:15
Sunday. p. m. and depart at 7:35 p. m.
The contest will start at The costumed group is ached-
2:30 p. m. at Fulton High's uled to arrive on Lake Street
Memorial Field. Trophies will in Fulton at 8 p. m. and depart
be awarded to the top three at 8:30 p. m.
winners in each of the age divi-
sions.
To be eligible for the 8-
year-old division, the con-
testant mute be eight as of
January 16, 1972. Likewise,
the 13-year-olds will include
those who will be 13 as of
January 16, 1972.
Winners in the contest will
also go to zone competition.
In addition, there is district,
area, and national competition.
Sneakers are recommended
for competitors. No special
footgear, such as football
shoes or boots can be worn.
No barefoot kicking permitted.
Competitors To
Punt, Pass And
Kick Sunday
Workers Accepting
Variety Sale Items
Donations for the Variety
Sale to raise funds for the
cystic fibrosis drive are being
accepted at the Old Dollar Store
Building on Lake Street.
The store will be open every
afternoon this week in prepare-
tin for the week-long sale
which begins September 27.
A Country Store and bake
sale are set for October 1,
according to Mrs. Leon Fields,
chairman. October 2 will be
close-out day.
Did You Vote Saturday?
A COLUMN BY WIN WHITNEL
Did you vote Saturday?
At election time, and uptothe
very minute you cast your vote,
the influence of other people
has had some sort of effect on
you. Remember that. It's im-
portant.
And if you have ever thought
the people in government exer-
cise too much influence, re-
member another thing. Govern-
ment is one thing and one thing
only. People! If and when we
think people In government
have too much irdliiemees we
have ourselves to Warne. We,
the voters, have far more in-
fluence than they. Our votes
influence them.
The best way NOT to influence
the people in government is
simply to stay away from the
polls.
But, when you do vote, wheth-
er it be for men or issues,
you cast YOUR influence. Ob-
viously, before you can in-
fluence people in government,
you have to influence yourself
to vote.
The attempted influence by
others before election can be
accepted or rejected by you.
When you stand in front of the
silent, secret voting booth or
In front of the whirring voting
machine, YOU are the one who
is doing the influencing. Be
influential. VOTE! Cast your
influence! Your influence is
Important.
Many years ago a wholesale
dealer in Paducah sold a bill
of goods on credit to a mer-
chant in a small Kentucky
town. Three weeks went by
with no news from this mer-
chant. So the wholesale dealer
decided to inquire about the
credit rating of this merchant.
He wrote a letter to the sta-
tion agent in the merchant's
home town inquiring lithe goods
had been received and duly de-
livered. •
He wrote a second letter to
the President of the local bank
asking for a credit rating.
He wrote still another let-
ter to the Mayor of the town
requesting the name of a good
lawyer in case he had to bring
suit to collect this account.
Within a few days he receiv-
ed this reply:
Dear Sir:
As station agent, lam pleased
to inform you that the goods
were received and delivered.,
As President of the bank, I
am happy to inform you that my
credit standing is good.
As Mayor of the town, I am
compelled to inform you that I
am the only lawyer here.
And were it not for the fact
that I am also postmaster,
President of the Chamber of
Commerce and Pastor of the
local church, I would tell you
to go to hell!
A TIP ON SPEAKING
A young aspiring politician
asked for advice from a sea-
soned old politician on how to
make an effective speech. The
old gentleman said, "Why, son,
It's very simple."
"In the introduction of your
speech, you tell 'em that you
are going to tell 'em.
"In the body of your speech,
you tell 'em.
"In the conclusion, you tell
'em that you have done told
'em. But get the introduction
and conclusion as close togeth-
er as the occasion will allow.
"But you must remember in
delivering your speech you've
got to SPEAK UP to be heard,
THINK UP to be worth listen-
ing to, and shut up to be ap-
preciated!"
Clark And Walters Circus
Set For Two Performances
Little time remains for cir-
cus-lovers to purchase advance
tickets totheClark and Walters
Circus coming to Fulton for
two performances at the Kitty
League Park Friday, Septem-
ber 24.
The two performances, one
set for 6 p. m. and the other
for 8 p. m., will run about
an hour and 15 minutes. Pro-
ceeds from the sponsoring of
the circus will be used by the
Jaycees in funding the Mental
Health - Mental Retardation
project.
Fulton Jaycees President Bill
Jackson said that, hopefully, the
proceeds would be enough to
augment the money brought in
from Honey Sunday.
The circus Is a compact
family-type show, seating 1,000
spectators, with no extra charge
for special seats.
Midway attractions such as
the animal side show, the giant
snake show, and midway food
and drink stands are also a
part of the circus. The per-
formance itself includes per-
forming elephants, ponies,
dogs, birds, goats, outstand-
ing aerialists and trapeze
artists, juggling, clowns, and
all the other circus trappings.
Advance ticket sales for the
show will continue until 11 a. m.
Friday and patrons can pur-
chase tickets from any Jaycee.
The Jaycees realize the greeter
share of their profits from
the advance sale.
Tickets are $1 when pur-
chased in advance, but adults
past the age of 13 are charged
$1.50 for admission at the box
office.
YMBC Club To
Sponsor Show
September 25
The YMBC Riding and Saddle
Club Horse Show is scheduled
for Saturday, September 25 at
7 p. m. at the Riding Ring in
Highlands.
There is no admission for
spectators, but entry fee is
$1.25.
The 18 classes in which
prizes will be awarded are:
Lead-In Pony, pre-school;
Halter Class; Pony under sad-
dle, 12 years and under; Pole
Bending; Youth Horsemanship,
16 and under; Ladies Pleasure
Saddle, 17 and over; Speed
Race; Men's Pleasure Saddle;
Walking Horse; Fast Gaited
Horses; Children Pleasure
Saddle Horse, six and under;
Flag Race; Country Pleasure;
Men's Western Pleasure; Cata-
logue Race; Ladies Western
Pleasure; Barrel Pace and
Fox Trot.
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AMBULANCE—
(Continued from Page One)
three-county meeting was
the delay in answering
calls experienced by the
all-volunteer service in
Carlisle.
Although invitations
were extended to county
officials and others in
Ballard County, none
were present. Two funer-
al homes in the county
presently operate ambu-
lance services, but an in-
formed spokesman said
owners of both establish-
ments had expressed a
desire to cease opera-
tions.
Attending the meeting
from Fulton County were
County Judge James
(Buck) Menees and Fulton
City Police Officer
Horace Stephens.
Hickman Countians at
the meeting were County
Judge Willis Jackson, Dr.
H. E. Titsworth, Dr.R.M.
Jackson, Clinton Police
Chief Joe Wayne Weath-
erford, and Charles Eddie
Roberts.
Carlisle County resi-
dents attending were
County Judge Alden Bone,
County Clerk Warren
Owens, Franklin Harris,
N. E. (Bill) Mabry, Hen-
ry Martin, Wm. 0. Mun-
sell, health department
administrator, and State
Rep. Ralph Ed Graves,
who acted as temporary
chairman for the discus-
sion.
Also attanding were two
State Health Department
representatives, Rol and
H. Dollaire, director of
Emergency Health Ser-
vices division, and Ed-
war 1 H. Wilkinson, a fed-
eral employee assigned to
the state EHS.
Dollaire pointed out
that better service at con-
siderable savings might
be realized from a multi-
county ambulance p1 an
designed to assign units
on the basis of serving
territory convenient to
the unit's headquarzars,
rather than Ii mit e d to
county boundaries. He and
Wilkinson pledged the full
support of their state and
federal services to give
technical advice on
setting up such a service.
A motion by Fulton
Judge Menees to have
county committees to
assess the sentiment for
a multi-county ambulance
service in each of the
three counties represent-
ed gained unanimous ap-
proval. Rep. Graves
named Judge Menees,
Stephens, and Hickman
City Manager Don Mc-
Claren, Fulton County;
Dr. Titsworth, Chief
Weatherford, and Rob-
erts, Hickman County;
and Mabry, Owens and
Martin, Carlisle County.
The county committees
were requested to appear
before local civic and
service clubs, as well as
city and county govern-
mental bodies to explain
the proposal and de-
termine interest in es-
tablishing a multi-county
ambulance service. The
full group will meet again
October 19 to assess the
county commit:0CW find-
ings.
The county groups also
were asked to encourage
wide publicity in their re-
spective communities to
determine public support
for the proposal.
Daniel Baird
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
Navy Captain Daniel M.
Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David H. Baird of Route 3, and
husband of the former M les Joan
McCollum, all of Fulton, 14 in-
volved in the scaling down of
U. S. Naval operations in Viet-
nam.
He is stationed with the U.S.
Naval Forces Headquarters in
Saigon, which recently turned
over the last of its small river
and coastal combat craft to the
Vietnamese.
Baird is involved in assist-
ing the Vietnamese Navy in as-
suming total control of all
,naval bases, supply centers
and repair facilities in the Re-
public.
He is a 1952 graduate of the
Knoxville.
of Tennessee invi
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Now thru Saturday
Sun. - Mon. & Tues.
Double Feature!
SEAN
CONNERY
3RIGITTE
BARDOT
[ SHALAKO
TECHNICOLOR°
FRANSCOPE
Co-Feature
Right hk.re at -----
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
Free-Self parking at your
door
Pool Table
Shuffleboard
Free golf next block
New Color Pl. & Phones
In all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Benk-Americard
Charger
W-HOUR SWITCHBOARD SERVICE
Whisperings Palms
Resort Motel
• Conveniently Located-
lust minutes to all rimy or
night activities
-Directly on
the ocean
Write or Call for Brochum
and rate Charts
D.1 Clark-Owner
-Manager
Phone
-305-941-2613
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Mrs. Adra Vanderford Tur-
ner, 83, mother of the late
F. M. Vanderford, South Fulton
funeral director, died at 10:45
p. m. Sunday, September 19,
at Magnolia Hospital in Corinth,
Mississippi. She was a resi-
dent of 1205 White Street, Cor-
inth.
Survivors include a son,
Preston Vanderford of St.
Louis, two daughters, Mrs.
Henry B. Williams and Mrs.
Oneida Lassley, Corinth, Mis-
sissippi. Eight grandchildren,
including Robert and Drew Van-
derford of South Fulton, also
survive. Mrs. Hattie Vander-
ford is a daughter-in-law.
Services were held Wednes-
day, September 22 at 1 p. m. at
Grayson's Mortuary, 1008
Meigg Street, Corinth, with in-
terment in Forrest Hill Ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Eunice Pierce
Mrs. Eunice Lloyd Pierce,
Tiptonville, mother of Grady
Lee Archie of South Fulton,
died Monday, September 13,
at 4 p. m. at her residence.
She was 48. The cause of
death has been ruled suicide
by the Lake County Sheriff's
Department.
Besides her son, she is sur-
vived by her husband, Clayton
Pierce; her mother, Mrs. Net-
tie Lee Marlar of Fulton; a
sister, Mrs. Bell McKeel of
Royal Oaks, Michigan; a broth-
er, William Marlar of Ypsi-
lanti, Michigan; two grand-
children.
Services were held Wednes-
day, September 15, at the Fre-
mont Church of Christ with in-
terment in the church cemetery.
William E. Gholson
William E. (Bill)Gholson, 62,
of 1051 Marcia, owner and op-
erator of Bill Gholson's Esso
Stations in Memphis, died sud-
denly Wednesday morning, Sep-
tember 15, after along illness.
He was a nephew of Clint E.
Reeds of Fulton.
He leaves his wife and three
children. Two sisters and a
brother also survive.
DEATHS
awaemomiewaw, 
Carl Puckett, Sr.
Carl Puckett, Sr., long-time
service station owner and well-
known resident of South Fulton,
died at 5:15 a. m. Friday, Sep-
tember 17 at the Fulton Hos-
pital following a heart attack
at his home on the Union City
Highway. He was .72.
Born in Graves County, Ken-
tucky, July 24, 1899, he was
the son of the late N. G. and Mar-
garet Rebecca Boyd Puckett.
He had lived in the twin cities
for the past 45 years and had
been in the oil business for the
past 50 years. Prior to his re-
tirement, he was engaged in
business with his son, Carl
Puckett, Jr,
He was a member of the First
United Methodist Church, Nor-
man B. Daniel Sunday School
Class, and past member of the
official board of the church. He
was also a Kentucky Colonel
and was known as an avid cOOn
hunter and sports fan.
Survivors include his wife,
Ruth Holland Puckett, to whom
he was married 50 years ago;
two daughters, Mrs. Stanley
Jones and Mrs. Ji m Owens, both
of South Fulton; two sons, Carl
Puckett, Jr., Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, and Ralph Holland
Puckett, South Fulton.
Also surviving are two sis-
ters, Mrs. Milton Leath of Ful-
sham, Kentucky, and Miss Vio-
let Puckett, Detroit, four broth-
ers, Jewell Puckett and Nor-
man Puckett, both of Warren,
Michigan, Boyd Puckett, Union
City, and Woodrow Puckett,
South Fulton.
Grandchildren include John
Carl Jones, South Fulton, Gor-
don Jones, UT student at Knox-
ville, Dana, David Carl and
Phillip Neal Puckett, all of Fort
Lauderdale, and Deborah and
Diana Puckett, South Fulton.
Three great-grandchildren,
Kymberly Kay Jones, John Carl
Jones H and Margaret Christina
Jones, all of South Fulton, also
survive.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Monday, September 20, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel
with the Rev. William G. Adams
officiating. Interment was In
Obion County Memorial Gar-
dens.
Honorary pallbearers were
members of the Norman B.
Daniel Sunday School Class of
the First United Methodist
Church.
Pallbearers were: John Carl
Jones, Gordon Jones, David
Puckett, Phil Puckett, David
Holland and Richard Puckett.
Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Sudie May Wright, 87,
former Hickman County resi-
dent and mother of Paul Wright
Of Fulton, died at 8.20 a. m.
Saturday, September 18, at Mc-
Alister Rest Home, where she
had been a patient since May,
1971.
Born January 5, 1884, in
Hickman County, Kentucky, she
was the daughter of the late
Hugh B. and Susan Mays French.
She moved to Fulton 10 years
ago, due to ill health.
Her husband John Wright pre-
ceded her in death nine years
ago. She joined the Methodist
Church early in life and had
been a member of Wesley Meth-
odist Church for many years. 
Survivorsinclude three sons,
Hugh F. Wright, Cleveland,
Texas, Paul Wright, Fulton,
and the Rev. Roy Wright, Maury
City, Tennessee; a grandson,
Eugene B. Wright, Cleveland,
Texas, and a great-grand-
daughter, Melissa Wright. A
brother, Jim French, Clinton,
also survives.
Among the surviving nieces
and nephews are Mrs. Gordon
Roberts, Clinton, Mrs. Vir-
ginia Kemp, Mrs. Clarence
McGinnis, and Mrs. Claude
Hall, all of Hickman.
Services were held at 3:30
p. m. Monday, September 20,
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel, with the Rev. William
G. Adams and the Rev. J. F.
McMinn officiating. Interment
was in Wesley Cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Robert
Foy, Troy Duke, Harold White,
Hugh Fly, Paul Nanney and
Robert Holland.
Paul Nelson Neely
Paul Nelson Neely, 68,
Graves County farmer of Water
Valley, died at 2:15 p. m. Sun-
day, September 19 at the West-
ern Baptist Hospital in Padu-
cah, following a ten-day ill-
ness.
Born October 28, 1902, in
Graves County, Kentucky, he
was the son of the late Jake
and Ida Crews Neely.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruby Ingram Neely, to
whom he was married 51 years
ago; two daughters, Mrs. Mar-
jorie Decker of Water Valley,
and Mrs. Monette Harper, Clin-
ton; three granddaughters, Ann
Rutherford, Hobart, Indiana,
and Debbie and Kim Harper,
Clinton; two great-grandchil-
„ dren, Cassie and Carrie Ruth-
áa 11j' ' rThtd Indiana; and a.
Vothet,-Jdiiii E. Neely, Wingo.
Several nieces and nephews also
survive.
Services were held at 3:30
p. m. Tuesday, September 21,
at Bayou de Chien Church, with
the Rev. Ed Taylor of Wingo of-
ftciating. Interment by Horn-
beak Funeral Home was in
Camp Beauregard Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were:
Charles Pollard, Roger Barnes,
Mike Barnes, Doc Boyd, Gayle
Barnes, and Donald McKenzie.
Ela Friel&
Mrs. Ela Frields, Tulla-
homa, Tennessee, died at John
Hart Memorial Hospital at 1:20
a. en, September 17 after a
lengthy illness.
Born in Weakley County,
Tennessee, she was 69. She
was the widow of Carey Frields
and daughter of the late L. B.
and Mary Elizabeth Lassiter of
Weakley County.
She is survived by one son,
Doyle Frields of Tullahoma,
two grandchildren, two great-
grandchildren; one brother,
Buton Lassiter of Dukedom,
Tennessee, and one sister, Mrs.
Ha Hammett of Hollow Rock,
Tennessee.
Services were at New Salem
Missionary Baptist Church Sun-
day at 2 p. m. with the Rev-
erend Bobby Copeland officiat-
ing. Burial was in Acres Cem-
etery under the direction of
Jackson Funeral Home of Duke-
dom.
Claude Sams
Claude Sams, retired em-
ployee of the City of St. Louis,
died at his residence in Clin-
ton Thursday, September 16.
He was 80.
Survivors include two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Billy Ann Roper,
Fulton, and Mrs. Martha Col-
burn, St. Louis; a sister, Mrs.
Johnny Galantine of California.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, September 18, at the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home in Clinton with Bro. Tal-
madge Jones officiating. Inter-
ment was in Pleasant View
Memorial Gardens.
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years
Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton
Phone 4721853
J. B. MANESS & SQNS
Greenfield, Tenn.
Phone 235 2293
GARY McBRIDE---
0,ontinued from Peg* (ne)
the girls in his class, and a
"good guy” to his boy friends.
He was an individualiet, Sin-
cere and straightforward.
He was a brilliant student
Is academics, but he had this
penchant for mechanics that
compelled him to further his
education in that field. And
there again his individualism
showed, for he certainly could
have gone on to college, excell-
ed in the arts and sciences,
and still have made a hobby
of his interest in all things
automotive. But not Gary Mac.
He wanted to pursue thetalent,
and he had many, that motivated
him the most.
Certainly Gary Mac's death
was a tremendous loss to all
of us who loved him. The grief
to his devoted family, who
shared his short life, and his
love for just 18 years, will
surely go on unabated for
years to come.
We offer our sincerest con-
dolences to them in their hours
of bereavement, yet it should
be a consolation to them to
know that while his being here
made life worth living, his
death will make the heavens
look so bright, and our warm
memories of him ever so
worthwhile.
Gary Mac, 18, was the Woof
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride of
Fulton. He died Thursday night,
September 16, at 11:40p.m. of
massive head injuries suffered
when the car he was driving
struck a dog on Highway 641,
near Hazel, Kentucky, and over-
turned. He was dead on arrival
at Murray Hospital In Murray,
Kentucky.
Born in Fulton June 6, 1951,
young McBride was a 1971
Fulton City High School grad-
uate and was employed at Twin
City Auto Parts. He plannedto
attend an automotive training
school in Nashville this fall.
During his high school ca-
reer, "Gary Mar" was a mem-
ber of the Fulton High March-
ing Bulldogs. He was the 1971
Fulton County winner in the an-
nual Conservation Essay con-
test. He was also active in the
Pep Band and was selected for
the "Senior Who's Who." He
was a member of the First
Baptist Church and one of Ful-
ton's most popular youths.
Survivors include his par-
ents; a sister, Mrs. Brenda
Nanney; his paternal grand-
mother, Mrs. Ploy McBride of
Fulton; and his maternal grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L
Booth of Brownsville, Tennes-
see.
Services were held at 3:30
p. m. Saturday, September 18
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with the Rev. John Laida
of Clarksville, Tennessee, a
former Fulton pastor and the
Rev. James Best pastor of the
First Baptist Church, officiat-
ing. Interment was in Green-
lee Cemetery.
Pallbearers were. Jimmy
Powell, Tom Powell, Walt
Sensing, Marvin Green, Brent
Wade, and Hal Williamson.
IMMUNIZATIONS
Mrs. LaNette Allen, Carr
Elementary principal!, reminds
parents that September 29 is
the deadline for handling in im-
munization slips for children.
Also, doctor's certificates for
new students are due by Octo-
ber 22. The doctors have these
forms.
— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
had their grandchildren visit
with them Monday.
Mrs. Jeanice Webb visited
with Mrs. Mary Emily a while
Tuesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams were in Mayfield last
Tuesday and stopped by for a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Williams there.
On Monday night of last week
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Bowden
of Detroit, Michigan, and Mr.
and Mrs. Doy Taylor had dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell.
Mrs. Lupe Haley attendedthe
funeral of Mr. Edd Cagle in
Alton, Illinois, last Thursday.
We were saddened to hear of
the death of Carl Puckett last
Saturday morning. Our deepest
sympathy to Ruth and the fam-
ily. He shall be missed by his
many relatives and friends in
and around Fulton.
Mrs. Mag Hall of Detroit,
Michigan, was in Fulton acou-
ple of weeks ago visiting her
sister. Mrs. Roy Brown, and
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Mr. Brown. She called and I cats We wish for him a speedy
was very glad to talk with her. recovery.
We were sorry to hear of the We spent last weekend in
death of Mrs. Oberia Shanklin Paducah with Elder and Mrs.
last week. We extend our sym- Bobby Crouch. We had a wen-
pathy to those left to mourn derful time and attended church
her passing, at Mt. Morten Sunday night.
Mrs. Helen Allen had a paint They brought us home Monday
demonstration in the home of afternoon.
Mrs. Effie Croft Tuesday eve- I bought us one of those drink -
ning with ten ladies attending. Mg birds that swings back and
Everyone enjoyed the lesson forth and puts his bill in water.
Iand refreshments were servedt's fun to watch him drink.
after the lesson.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
llama visited a while Sunday
afternoon in Water Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody,
Mr. and Mrs. George Cannon,
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Can-
non of Paris, Tennessee, vis-
ited with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Cannon a while Sunday after-
noon. Soo us for - - -
Word was received Sunday
night of the death of Nelsonl Your insurance NeedsNeely. He passed away in the 
hospital in Paducah. Our sym-
pathy to the Neely family.
We were glad to hear Dale
Williams is back at home after
a week in the hospital in padu-
CO TO CHURCH SUNDAY.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
Begun in 1450, and de-
dicated in 1620,
St. Peter's
basilica numbered
15 architects among its
designers. Michael An-
gelo designed the actual
church, living to see all
but the dome completed.
BLESSED is he who goes with joy to his maker. Happy is he in know-
ing that earth is but a prologue, an interlude to the life eternal.
The doubter and disbeliever scourges his soul with the anxiety of
doubt. The blessed believer envelopes his life with an aura of divine
faith and hope. Let us go to Church, where we will learn His word,
and be led, gladly onward, to Heaven where joy is everlasting, where
all that is noble, where all that is not is needless.
ITEND INCH
RICE AGENCY,
Fulton 472-1341
MUM
This Mature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Liberty Super Market
South Felton, Tennessee
Hickman
-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electricelly"
Hickman, Ky.
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Ste*
Fulton, Ry. 4/2-.4I2
M & B Gulf Station
T.res, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky, 2.34-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky. 172.3311
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 4/24471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina
Fulton and South- Fulton
a Good pia e to work
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1312
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY SANK
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC.44411
CliMen, Ky. W2771
Notebook
(Coottinied from Page One)
of state and Federal money are doled out on
some kind of appropriation or another.
Which brings me to comment on a mat-
ter that has been rankling me more than
somewhat for the past few months. The mat-
ter is the problem of some political enthus-
iasts undermining, with cool deliberation
and malice, the influence that some individ-
uals have with public officials in power. It
is a vicious and deadly manuever for the
public official who must endure such malic-
ious in-fighting.
"Man In The Driver's Seat"
I do not think it comes as any shock to
civic and government leaders that the name
of the game in this day and time is politics,
pure, simple and unadulterated. Let's face
it! Monies for community projects do not
come to communities by happenstance. They
come because somebody knows somebody
else in high positions, and you can take it
from me, it is a highly competitive and cut-
throat endeavor.
Every community needs a "man in the
driver's seat." A person who occupies such a
position is rarely popular, hardly ever gets
a pat on the back, and is in the very unhappy
position of having people on the lower level
of influence trying to knock him off by
whatever means are available.
I will cite you some a very recent "for in-
stance." If we had rallied 'behind some high-
ranking political leader, be he Democrat or
Republican, we would have gotten a good
share of that Federal appropriation to re-
lieve the unemployment problem here.
I don't want to infer that we need a
Mayor Daley of Chicago, -but we certainly '
need some kind of rapport among the people
who want to see our area grow and prosper.
As it is, we have splinter groups of po-
litical leaders, all-working in opposite direc-
tions, and I might add, all trying ti5 further
their own interests and the heck with what
is good for Fulton County and West Ken-
tucky.
What About Our Representative?
Certainly, I do not intend to criticize
my good friend and fellow publisher Ralph
Graves of Bardwell who is the State Repre-
sentative from Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle
and Ballard counties. Actually, I'd like to ask
him just why we didn't get some of the Fed-
eral appropriation to fight unemployment.
I am aware that the money is being
handed out by the Governor's office, but I'd
like to think that we weren't overlooked be-
cause of partisan politics.
There are statistics to prove that we
have one of the highest rates of unemploy-
ment in Kentucky. It is possibly as high as
10 per cent. Yet, Judge Menees was told on
Tuesday, after he too was shocked at not be-
ing included in the appropriation, that only
those areas with high unemployment were
awarded the funds ... you know like Graves
County, and Jefferson County, and those
"poverty" areas where the average annual
income is maybe four times what it is in Ful-
ton County.
Democrats Should Unite
Regrettably I must mention that this
same matter of political and personal jeal-
ousy is exactly what is happening in Fulton
County, and perhaps elsewhere, in the
Democratic party. Some leaders in the Ford
camp are trying to alienate those Democrats
who supported Bert T. Combs in the pri-
mary.
Their stock remark is "we won without
'em, and we can do it again." Now that's a
lot of poppy-cock if I ever heard it. The old
"yellow dog theory" in the Democratic party
is a thing of the past. A Democrat does not
vote for a candidate simply because he's on
the Democratic ticket, "even if it was a yel-
low dog."
If Fulton County is ever to grow and
prosper and get its fair share of state and
Federal money we've got to banish this ridi-
culous attitude of "I'm a big wheel and I can
get it done myself."
But when campaign headquarters knows
that there are two factions, or three or four,
and that the party is splintered beyond re-
covery, nobody gets anything.
I have worked in enough state campaign
headquarters to know that when the powers
that be appraise the political situation in a
county, they like to know that everybody is
together, and by being together, a stronger
influence can be demonstrated for the good
of the party.
I really didn't mean to get into partisan
politics in. this column. It just happened.
And since it did I'd like to tell the Ford lead-
ers in Hickman and in Fulton that they'd
better straighten up and unite the party, or
they might not have a standard-bearer to
rally around to.
MR. AND MISS FULTON HIGH SCHOOL will be selected next week from
are (from left) Susan Moore and Keith McIntosh, ninth grads; Pam Sisson
Gene Wilson, junior; and Mary Helen Dunn and Neil Covington, seniors.
Windage
Continued From Page One
building when the new one is occupied, so I
called Supt. Charlie Thomas to get the latest
poop from the group.
Charlie says nothing is firmed up yet,
but two things are pretty certain: The Board
of Education offices (including his) will stay
in their present quarters in what used to be
the old Science Hall, and it is pretty definite
that "old" FHS cannot meet any specifica-
tions for a Vocational School. Charlie says
that there seems a strong likelihood that the
building will be torn down to afford more
playground room for the grade school. State
authorities have surveyed the layout and
their recommendations are being awaited.
As the weeks pass by, our lives are often
saddened by tragedy within the community,
and by the passing of fine old friends whose
goodwill we have treasured through the
years.
To the family of Gary McBride, we
can only express our heartfelt sympathies at
the tragic auto accident that claimed his life
last week. It was the more tragic because
here was a young man, just out of high
school, just getting his "feet on the ground",
just beginning to seek his place in life, bless-
ed with great ability inherited from his fine
parents; But never having an opportunity to
develop it to great heights, as he surely
would have done. It is our prayer that young
"Chuck" Curtis, injured in the accident, will
be restored to his full capacities with today's
medical wizardry.
Another loss that we have treasured as
a fine friendship through the years we have
operated this newspaper is that of Mrs. Cary
Frields, a long-time correspondent of The
News and one of our most loyal. Mrs. Frields
passed away last week and was buried last
Sunday. She was a gracious lady and we will
miss her very much.
TOUR—
(Continued from Page One)
cize its industrial potential.
Other communities in West-
ern Kentucky being represent-
ed are: Cadiz, Calhoun, Clin-
ton, Dawson Springs, Hender-
son, Hopkinsvil le, Liver-
more/Island, Lyon County,
Madisonville, Marshall County,
Mayfield, Muhlenberg County,
Murray, Ohio County, Owens-
boro, Paducah, Princeton,
Providence, and Union County.
The tour will feature visits
to Paducah, Louisville, Ken-
tucky Lake, and areas in West-
ern Kentucky.
SUNSET DRIVE-121
Between Martin a Union Clip
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
SEPTEMBER 23, 24, 25
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
Taking Off
— AND —
Dreams Of Glass
SUNDAY - MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 26, 27
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
Red Sky At Morning
— AND —
One More Train To Rob
CLOSED
Tues. - Wed. Sept. 21, 29
HOMESTEAD—
(Continued from page one.)
wealth of Kentucky, in com-
pliance with KRS 118.430 (2),
do hereby certify that the fol-
lowing amendment to the Con-
stitution of Kentucky shall be
voted on at the general election
to be held in the State of Ken-
tucky on Tuesday, November
2, 19'71.
CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT
Shall subsection 170 of
the Constitution be amended
to include as property exempt
from taxation, a homestead,
which is a single-unit resi-
dential property maintained
by the owner, who is sixty-
five years of age or older,
as his personal residence,
up to tne assessed valuation
of sixty-five hundred dollars
on said residence and con-
tiguous real property, except
that such property shall not
be exempt from assessment
for special benefits?
Given under my hand and
seal of office, this 27th day of
August, 1971.
Voters will vote "Yes" or
"No" to the amendment.
Hickman Driver
Loses License
The Department of Public
Safety has released the names
of individuals who have lost
their drivers license for the
week ending September 10,
1971.
Clarence Edgar Anderson,
Box 242, Hickman, Kentucky,
had his license suspended until
February 16, 1972, for DWI.
the candidates chosen by the
and Jeff Campbell, sophomore;
classes. Candidates
Cathy Glasgow and
MINES
A grading plan embodying a
point system to weed out strip
mine operators who fail to ade-
quately restore mining sites
was announced by Reclamation
Director Elmore Grim. An
operator with a high point
rating can be banned from
mining under certain condi-
tions.
WOMEN EMPLOYEES
About a fourth of all employ-
ed women are in five occupa-
(ions, the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics reports. The occupations
are: Secretary-stenographer,
household worker, bookkeeper,
elementary school teacher and
waitress. Secretary and steno-
grapher jobs alone account for
1 of every 10 women workers.
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ACT Testing Dates For
Fulton High Students Told
Students at Fulton High School
Who are planning to attend col-
lege will havEropportunities to
take the ACT Test Battery dur-
ing the 1971-72 academic year.
The first of five national test-
ing dates on which the national
assessment examination will
be offered is Saturday morn-
ing, October 16. Students plan-
ning to take the five-part ACT
battery on that date must have
registered no later than Sep-
tember 27, it was announced
today by Billy Milner, Coun-
selor.
Milner also announced the
complete national ACT sched-
ule for the 1971-72 academic
year. The schedule is (with
corresponding registration pe-
riods in parenthesis): October
16. 1971 (August 23-September
Carr Personnel
To Attend Clinic
At Murray State
Mrs. Leonard Allen, princi-
pal of Carr Elementary School
in Fulton, is attending actinic
at Murray State University for
principals and central office
personnel of Kentucky ele-
mentary sc hoots today, Septem-
ber 23.
The clinic, one of six sched-
uled throughout the state, is
designed to serve primarily the
Jackson Purchase area.
Clinics are being conducted
in Ludlow, Lexington, Wil-
liamsburg, LaGrange, and
Bowling Green.
27); December 11, 1971 (Octo-
ber 4-November 15); February
26, 1972 (November 29-January
31); April 22, 19'72 (February
14-March 27); July 15, 19'72
(April 10-June 19).
For the fourth consecutive
year, the cost for taking the
ACT examination-question-
naire is $6, despite increased
services that are provided this
year for the college-bound stu-
dents and their high schools.
Last year approximately one
million persons in the U. S.
and overseas took the five-
part battery, which is required
or recommended for applicants
at more than 1,900 colleges,
universities, two-year col-
leges, scholarship agencies,
and athletic conferences.
The ACT battery, which takes
about three and one-half hours
to complete, includes a series
of four tests designed to
measure general abili y to per-
form kinds of intellectual tasks
typically required of college
students. Another part of the
examination consists of ques-
tions about the students' aca-
demic and non-academic back-
ground, immediate plans for
college, and career aspirations.
Resulting score reports are
of valuable assistance to stu-
dents in the complex and im-
portant tasks of pre-college
planning. For this reason, it is
recommended students take the
ACT battery in their Junior year
or early in the senior year of
high school.
With national headquarters in
Iowa City, Iowa, ACT is an inde-
pendent and non-profit corpora-
tion that offers varied serv-
ices for use by students and
1972 Chevrolet.
Building a better way to see the U.S.A.
Caprice Coupe illustrated at Mt. Rushmore in South Dakota.
We want your new
Chevrolet to be the best car you ever owned.
The best.
No qualifications. No reservations.
We want it to be the most beautiful, most
trouble-free, most comfortable car you ever
owned.
So we've given the 1972 Caprice (above)
power steering, power front disc brakes, refined
power ventilation and an improved front bumper
to provide added front-end protection.
Plus a 400-cubic-inch V8 engine and Turbo
Hydra-matic automatic transmission.
GM
Wilt al Callala
All standard, as you expect with a luxury car.
And Caprice is but one of the new Chevrolets.
There are 45 in all: pictured below
(left to right) are the 1972 Monte Carlo, Chevelle,
Nova, Camaro and Vega.
Altogether, a lot of diversity. So there's
bound to be a Chevrolet just right for you, your
family, your budget and your kind of driving.
Whatever your choice, we want your new
Chevrolet to be the best car you ever owned.
No less.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fleeing Farmers
One-third of the U.S. popula-
tion lived on farms back in 1910,
but over the years this number
has decreased to 15.2 per cent
in 1950, to 8.7 per cent in 1900,
to 5.1 per cent in 1970. It's ex-
pected that by 1980 this figure
will reach as low as 4 per cent.
On the average, 650,000 people
leave the farms each year look-
ing for jobs in the city
206,400 Miles
Of Rails
CHICAGO -There are about
206,400 miles of railroad lines in
the United States.
SUPER SA
Al Evans Drug
121 3kieli aw•
`th.s
Dorothy Gray
Dry Skin Lotion
18-oz; Reg. $3.50
$1.75
9-oz; Reg. $2.00
I I
Congespirin
Chewable Cold Tablets
For Children
Reg. 79c
59c
Bufferin
100's
Reg. Price $1.67
$1.32
Head & Shoulders
New Super She
7
-oz; Reg. $2.45
$1.49
Gillette Foamy
6%-oz. Size
Reg. 89c
59c
hiso ex
Antibacterial
Skin Cleanser
Reg. $1 60
1.
'Llsterine
7-oz; Reg. 85c
61c
Major Post
For Davies
Richard A. Davies, who was
assistant to the Goodyear
director of domestic tire
production since January 1970,
has been appointed production
manager for the Goodyear-Union
City plant, Plant Manager John
B. Row has announced.
Mr. Davies joined Goodyear in
Akron in January, 1962 as a
member of the production
RICHARD A. DAVIES
training squadron and the
Goodyear industrial basketball
tearn. The 6-1 Davies played
guard on Goodyear's 1962-63
team and its National AAU
Championship squad of 1963-64
He concluded his basketball
career in 1964 as a member of the
U.S. Olympic Team.
In April, 1965 Mr. Davies was
named a supervisor in Akron's
Plant 2 tire facility. He held
supervisory posts in several
departments before being named
a shiftforeman in May, 1968.
He was promoted to depart-
ment foreman in Sept. 1969, and
in January was appointed
assistant to the director of tire
production, Charles T. Clark.
He completed the Goodyear
Production Management Course
in 1969.
The 35-year-old Davies was
graduated from Louisiana State
University in 1961 where he was a
two-year letterman in basketball
and was captain of the team in his
senior year.
Prior to attending ISU, he
attended Gettysburg College
where he played one year of
basketball under his older
brother. Bob, who coached
briefly after completing an
outstanding 10-year professional
career with the Rochester Royals
in the National Basketball
League.
Mc. Davies is married, has four
children and is a native pf
Harrisburg, Pa.
Paid As Planned
Although the wage-price
freeze postponed raises for
many Kentucky teachers, those
in Fulton and South Fulton
Schools will receive scheduled
pay increases.
U.S. farmers planted 1,529
acres of peanuts In 1970.
THE NEWS SECONDSECTION
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Dr. Farrabee Addresses Regional
Meeting Of Mental Health Group
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
The, fifth annual meeting of the
board of trustees of the Kestern
Kentucky Region One Mental
Health Center here Thursday
night' was attended by repre-
sentatives of nine counties.
The meeting opened with a
Milner with the program follow-
Dr. Dale H. Farrabee, com-
missioner of the Kentucky De-
partment of Mental Health,
made the principle address. Dur-
ing the evening, new trustees
and officers of the board were
Introduced.
New members are Dr. Jim
Shurnaker, chairman, McCrack-
en County; Sid Easley, vice
chairman, Calloway County;
and Bernard Stiller, treasurer,
McCracken County.
Trustees elected for the first
time were Mrs. Joe Roper,
Graves County, Mrs. Eddy Rob-
erts, Hickman County; Mrs.
John McVoy, McCracken Coun-
National Firms
Invited To See
West Kentucky
The fourth annual industrial
site seeing tour, sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Commerce and the Kentucky In-
dustrial Development Council,
will be held September 27-30
in the Western Kentucky area.
Invitations were sent by Com-
merce to firms across the na-
tion. The tour is designed to
Interest industrial officials in
moving plants to Kentucky.
tY: Rev. William G. Adams,
Fulton County; Mrs. Harold
Hurt, Calloway County; George
E. Waldrop, Calloway County;
Mrs. Lovey Rayburn, Carlisle;
William Monsen, Carlisle Coun-
ty; Henry Martin, Carlisle Coun-
ty, and Will Shadon, Ballard
County.
Those re-eelcted were David
West, Dr. Clem Burnett, and
Bob Sims, all of Graves County;
Mrs. Melvin Vick, Dr. Stephen
Burkhart, Mrs. Lester Hall, and
J. L. DeWeese Jr., all of 
Liv-
ingston County; Bernard Stiller,
Dr. James Shumaker, and 
Rev.
Tim Taylor, all of McCracken
County; Judge James McNees
Jr., Gary Williamson, both of
• Fulton County; Dr. W. 
Ben
Humphreys, Sid Easley, both of
Calloway County; Dr. W. H.
Ford, W. J. Brian Jr., both of
Marshall County; and Bob Bu-
chanan, Ballard County.
CALL US _ 479-9082
Ray's Hamburgers . . . . 25c
Lounge Open 7: to 12: pm
ENTERTAINMEN
WOLF MAN THURS
ROUGHSHOD 
ROUGHSHOD  SAT.
A FAMILY
Restaurant
$10.00 VALUE
Limit: 1 Per Subject
2 Per Family
Additional Subjects $3.95
Groups $1.47 Per Person
ATTENTION MOTHERS
8 x 10
Living Color
Portrait0
rs2 -97cY
Plus
50c Film Charge
No Appointment Necessary
et Full Selection of Poses
No Age Limit
All Work Guaranteed
ONLY AT BEN FRANKLIN IN FULTON
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 29 (1 DAY ONLY)
HOURS 10 - 1, 2 - 5
BEN FR^ N KLI N
400 LAKE STREET
FULTON KY.
The tour will center on com-
munities west of the Penny-
rile Parkway to the Mississippi
River and from the Ohio River
to the Tennessee border.
1 Lot Odd
Colors Enamel
$2.99 gal.
Reg. Price To $9.00
We Make Keys
Railroad Salvage
Lake Bt. Fellow, Ky.
They're more
than shoes.
They're
Hush Puppies:
ME MPH IS
The day of the dull shoe is over. The new Hush Puppies*
changed all this with a whole new kind of style. Now you can
wear shoes that are, well, more than just shoes. The look for
town or country. It's a whole new thing. Check out the new
Hush Puppies*.
Hush • •Ripples
.114010 SHOES
Bay Family Shoe Store
LAKE STREET FULTON, KY.
orisr SERVICEGOOD, EA HD NI STORES
s•
STACKS St RACKS OF
TIRES MUST GM
5,
Thousands of motorists are saving
big during Goodyear's 1971 stock
CLEARANCE
CUSTOM POWER CUSHION BlACKWAIIS
POLYGLAS
25% Iladirralllsbeless Sue g..,.""'''''
In Pries
111i
NA
L Mie ee
lb traola
liniell
me, ru,
Tr tir
F78-14 7.75.14 $43.70 $32.77 $2.54
G78-14 8.25-14 $47.95 135.16 $2.69
H78-14 8.55-14 $52.45 130.33 $2.95
F78-15 7.75-15 544.55 $33.41 $2.62
078-15 8.25-15 $4010 $36.60 $2.80
H78-15 8.55.25 553.50 $40.12 53.01
J78.15 8.85-15 560.50 $45.37 53.12
L78-15 9.15-15 562.6$ $46.11 83.27
• On sale tll Sat. night
• The tire th t comes on many '71 cars
•Save $10.93 to $1567 each tore
4-PLY NYLON TIRES
20%
off
"Marathon 18"
Blackwalls
lantars11T.Hieum lealacss
lei Price
Lace MD
Trade
We Price
tactic
THIN le
Pia EH.
h.tas
Per Dm
6.50-13' - 522.20 $17.76 $1.76
E78-14 7.35-14 $24.35 $11.41 $2.21
F78-14 7.75-14 $25.85 $20.611 $2.38
078-14 8.25.14 $28.50 $22.10 $2.55
H78-14 8.55-14 $30.95 124.76 $2.74
378-14 8.85-14 535.35 $2111.211 52.91
5.60-15 - 523.65 $18.12 51.74
F78-15 7.75-15 526.55 $21.24 $2.42
6711-15 8.25-15 $29.25 $23.40 $2.64
H78-15 8.55-15 $31.95 $25.56 $2.80
9.00-15 - $38.2t. 830.10 52.89
Except 6 50-13 Size - 5 RID Tread Pattern
On sale 111 Sat, night
Low prohls tire with 7-rib tread
3 WAYS TO PAY
AT GOODYEAR
OUR OWN
EASY PAY
PLAN
master charge
ellasbaleamlargas1140-4s
s".
f .
59
SAVE ON SERVICE TOO!
FREE
LUBRICATION
OIL CHANGE
with any of these three
great services offered
"SNAP BACK"
ENGINE
TUNE-UP
2988
At.. 4
S ret U S auttl -
and $4 for I Cyl.
thesr p•rts. • New
, Includes alllor and
espr•prok ipnllusg.s, condens-
de I
1:1 17 177
It
PROFESSIONALFRoNT.END
ALIGNMENT$995
Aay U 1 car plus parts if niaall•d --
Add 52 tor 111, mod Call.
"GOODYEAR"
BRAKE RELINE
OFFER
'2 8 8 €4 !pidisc ti foreSt Cars
• Install brake linings all four
wheels•Inspect master cylinder.
hydraulic brake hoses•Remnye,
clean. inspect. repack front
wheel hearings • Add new fluid
• Adjust all four brakes
IF NEEDED Whom Cylonders $7 SO ea
Drums turned $3.00 ea front Crease
Seals $4 50 pr. Return Sprinys 501 ea
It
<.‘
FULTON
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
411.
441 -
FI/A1X GAM
:.BIG GAME
1971-1972 HUNTING SEASONS
INCCIES DATES
gestacky Fur Asa
MG POSSESSION
LIMIT LOWE AREA
Squirrel
Aug 21 - Oct 9
Nov 22 - Now 27
Dec 6 - Dec 31
12 State Line to Canal
Dove
Quail
Sep 1 - Sep 30
Nov 22 - Nov 27
Doc 6 - Jag 31
According to State 6
Federal Reaulotious 
10 20
State Line to Canal
Stat• Line to Canal
Rabbit
Raccoon 6.
Opossum
Foxes
Foxes 6
Crows
Deer - Bow
Nov 22 - Nov 27
Dec 6 - Jog 31
Dec 10, 11, 17, 18,
24, 25. 31 (1971)
Jan 1, 7, 8, 14, 15
21. 22. 28. 29 (1972)
Oct 8 6 Nov 26
(Chasing only)
Nov 22 - Nov 27
Dec 6 - Jan 31
Oct 16 - Nov 6
Dec_10 - Dec 31
Deer - Gun
Turkey - Bow
Noy 20 & Dec 1 Dec 4
Oct 16 - Nov 6
Dec 18 - Dec 31
6
No Limit
None say
be taken
No Limit
1
per hunter
Ott season
1 per hunter
per 11,040011 
12 State Line to Canal
State Line to Canal
State Line to Hwy 68
State Line to Canal
Hwy 68 to Canal
As Assigned
Hwy 68 to Canal
None say Fields in Turkey
TRAINING (Quail 6 Rabbit be taken Creek bottoms 
TENgEssEF/IIIMM/1 ////4//ill ?KUM 1/1/ //////////7///////////////// 
Aug - t 9
814ALL GAME
2'
t: •
DEER
TRAINING
TRIALS
Dog Training
Squirrel
Oct 1 - Nov 20
Nov 15 - Dec 31 6 12
Dove
Rabbit
Raccoom
Opossum
Foxes,
Red 6 Gray
Gray Foxes
6 Crows
Sep 1 - Sep 10
Nov 6 - Jen 29
Nov 6 - Jan 29
Dec 10, 11, 17, 18
24, 25, 31 (1971)
Jan 1, 7, 8, 14, 15,
21. 22. 28. 29 (1972)
Oct 8 Nov 26
(Chasing only)
Nov 6 - Jan 29
According to State 6
Federal Regulations 
8
5
16
10
1 coon per hunter
per night 
Oposaum--No Limit
None say
be taken
No Limit
Deer - Bow
Oct 16 - Nov 6
Dec 18 - Dec 31
Deer - Gun_
Dog Traini.
(Quail 6 Rabbit
Nov 12 - Nov 13
Oct 1 - Nov 11
1
per hunter
oer season
None may
be taken
Stewart County, TN
Stewart County, TN
Stewart County. TN
Stewart County. TN
Stewart County, IV
Stewart County, TN
Stewart County, TN
Stewart County, TN
Field Trials
E-Xarge schools o fish will be
tilhpointed by satellites, aiding
in: the world-wide fight against
Oct 1 - Apr 1; Eons way las taken
As Assigned 
See Regulations
bee itegulamions
Nurse's Task
k; 'Vital'
The task of the emergency
room nurse often is complicated
by the fact that many emergency
patients brought to them already
e have medical problems over and
above the reason for the trip to
the emergeycy room.
Scotland, whose 00Pulatifin is Doubts Legalityjust over five Million, Is ex-
pecting an equal number of
tourists thil year, Of 'Confession'
:.Ice
-
-
__
a
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
--Machines Air Conditioning
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
and heating
Quarter-
kV* have
or replace as
Mgr.
TENN.
(90)) 449-5401
A question about the legality ol
an alleged oral confession by
William Hall of Dyersbur
•
g
prompted Obion County Circuit
Court Judge Phil Harris tc
dismiss a burglary indictment
against the Dyer County man
Thursday.
Hall was indicted earlier this
month by the grand jury on a
charge of burglary, in connection
with a breakin last Aug. 9 at the
Aarok.n Smith Grocery at Horn-
bea
Judge Harris said the charges
were dismissed following a
conflict among prosecution
witnesses regarding the dr-
cumstances under which Hall
made his alleged oral confession.
The conflict, the judge added,
concerned whether the defendant
had been legally informed of his
rights under the constitution.
Service Contracts and
ly Inspection avaiiable,
itmwpsuma Large or Small Equipment.
the capability to repair
needed,
Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
-Service Depart.) Rick Berlage, Service
119 MORRIS STREET, SOUTH FULTON,
OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311 (Nights, Call
_
t• ' :
. s.
...1i7A wE EK „EN 0 spEogs
..
-
Mens Nylon Quilted
JACKETS
$5.99 Regularly!
$5.00
Piens Double Knit and
SPORT COATS
Shorts, Regular,
$28.00
Wool
Long
_- DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS $10.99
Super Values!
BLANKETS
72 x 90; florals & solids
Reg. $5 and $6
This Week Only:
10% OFF ONLY
A Special
Large,
TOWELS
(If
Buy!
Fluffy
perfect, $2)
$1.00
A Special Purchase!
PANTY HOSE 3 PAIRS FOR $1.00
Special Purchase!
MENS SLACKS
Values to $14; exceptional
buys; regular cuts and flair*
1/2 PRICE
Po No H RSCH
$28.88
SHAG
Only
Values!
RUGS
9 x 12 Size
4 to Sell!
$24.95
& CO._
_
6 5 BROADWAY, SOUTH
Nourm. Non. Ihrt: Thar, 8:30 8:30 - 8
8 TON
- 61 F - SaL
Danny Starks
Is Assigned
Danny Starks, son of Mrs.
Raymond Bondurant of Hick-
man, has been assigned to
Helicopter Mine Coun-
termeasures Squadron 12 which
is homeported in Norfolk, Va,
Airman Apprentice Starks will
serve with the squadron in its
mission of providing the fleet
with a quick reaction airborne
mine countermeasures
capability.
The Nimbus weather satellite
carries nine experiments, mak-
ing it a small "weather bu-
reau" in space.
Miss Jane Echols, a registered
nurse taking part in the
Emergency Room Care Con-
ference currently under way at
Poplar Meadows Country Club,
was a principal speaker at the
workshop Thursday.
She explained that a person
suffering from diabetes or
epilepsy might appear at a
hospital emergency room suf-
fering from injuries received in a
high-speed auto accident.
"In such cases, it is vitally
important that nurses in the
emergency room perfect their
observation and intereview skills
in the assessment of every
patient who enters the
emergency room, based on the
threat to the patient's well
being," Miss Echols said.
The patient and his family, she
added, are sources of information
who must be "calmly and
thoroughly interviewed to gain
essential information needed to
make an effective assessment"
of the patient's true condition and
needs.
Another registered nurse,
Cornelia Christensen, admitted
there is little hope of ever having
an adequate staff, 'either medical
or nursing, for the more than
7,000 emergency rooms in the
United States.
Because of this, she said,
"future planning and thought
should be directed toward
combining or coordinating
facilities."
The American College of
Surgeons, Mrs. Christensen,
explained, has developed a
system of categories for
emergency rooms as follows:
Type I - Advanced first aid
facility.
Type II - Limited emergency
facility
Type III - Major emergency
facility
Type IV -- Major emergency
facility and trauma research
center.
Half Paid For Blood
NEW YORK — About half the
people donating blood in the
United States today are paid
for it.
Fulton, Ky, Thursday, Sept. 23, 1971 Page Z
Fish Exports Climbing Model Rockets Speedy
ADELAIDE — Australian Rsh PENROSE, Colo. — Speeds at-
exports are expected to reach a tained by model rockets can
record level in 1971 easily reach 400 miles an hew.
Dairy Queen
Three - Day
WEEKEND
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.; SEPT 23, 24, 25
JIM DANDY Reg 64c
Ham, - Swim Cheese, - Lettuce, - Tomato. - Sauce, - Grecian Bread
Amor
All Flavors (No Limit)
EXTRA-THICK MILK SHAKES
1Reg. 29c, 12-oz. Reg. 39c, 16-oz. Reg. 59c, 24-oz
190290 490
DAIRY QUEEN OF SOUTH FULTON
--Martin Highway, South Fulton
Next Door To Travelers Inn Motel
Larry and Carol Heath, Managers and Operators
FOR FAST TAKE-OUT, USE OUR DRIVE-IN WINDOW
A
r P
Put Your Fertilizer Down NOW
Fall application of Southern States Fertilizer pays off. Here are 10 important reasons why you should
get your Southern States Phosphate, Potash and Lime down now while the getting's good:
1. Fertilizer prices are almost always lower in the fall.
You save money.
2. Fields are usually firm and dry. Less soil compaction.
3. Fall fertilization eases the spring work load. You may
be able to plant your corn earlier.
4. Fall-spread plant food has a chance to work down to
the root zone for bigger crop yields. There's prac-
tically no nutrient loss.
5. Roots tend to grow deeper. Plants resist drought
better.
6.Fertilizer spread in the fall helps "winterize" your
forage crops.
7.You avoid wet spring problems.
8. Quick delivery is assured. No delays.
9. No difficulties obtaining desired analyses.
1 0.You can seed cover crops and apply plant food in the
same trip.
See your Southern States Cooperative Agency now.
For CORN, SMALL GRAINS, COVER CROPS, FORAGE CROPS-
-the facts favor fall fertilization.
Southern States Fertilizer 1
Page 2
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"MR )81;47'7 You Always Save More At Liberty
 GIVE WE COFFEE
DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLE JUICE 46-oz. Can 39c
DEL MONTE
CUT GREEN BEANS 4403 Cans 11
vACATSUP
FIRST PRIZE
WE SALAD DRESSING
givE WALDORF
TISSUE 4 Roll Pack
VIE CORN
SWEET SUE 24-oz. CANS
Quart _ 39c
 45c
A0 STARTS WEDNESDAY MORNING 8:00 a.m.-TRW? NrGlir
With coupon
Maxwell House
or
Folgers
1 RICHTEX
lb. can
WE ,
RESERVE
THE
RIGHT
TO
f Turr
390
SHORTENING 3 Lb. Can _ _ 79c
CARNATION INSTANT
HOT COCOA MIX Pkg. _ _ 5c
Del Monte
TEXSUN
3 20 oz.
hntties
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46oz. Can 49c
GIANT PACK
BAG "N" Bags 10 ci. _ _ _ _ 79c
Pride of Illinois
cream style
and
whole kernel
NOODLES & CHICKEN 2 For 89c
PACK OF 12
ICOTEX 49c
CHIEF CHUM
SALMON
LILY PINK
SALMON
303
cans
FRYERS
SLICED SMOKED
rulton, Ky. Thursday, Sept. 23, 1971 Page 3
COUNTRY SKILLET
USDA GRADE A
CHICKASAW
PICNICS Lb. 49c I BACON Sliced Rindless __ Lb. 49c
South Fulton
Tonne
WHOLE
LB.
OLD FASHIONED (Whole or 14 fiRdI) GPOIND REEF
BOLOGNA 
 Lb. 39c I PATTIES Lb. 79c
STEAK
USDA PRIME
CHUCK STEAK Lb. 69c
CATFISH
STEAKS Lb. 89c
US PRIME
ROUND lb. $ 1j3 6117111
BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP USDA
ROAST
PRIME
BONELESS USDA PRIME
Lb. $1.19
RUMP ROAST Lb. $1.19
89oCHUCK ROASTus:st77 57t
TRADEWINDS WEFRESH SLICED
Tall Can 79c BEEF LIVER Lb. 49c
MINUTE
Tall Can 8k STEAK Lb. $1.33
Gin BABY FOOD
Heinz
1111GIVE 
1 0 zilar3s14 oz. 890
•
TUNA
6 1/2 oz.
can
Starkist
39'
BACON
REELFOOT
Sliced
Rindless
lb. 69
WE
GIVE
FISH STICKS 10-oz. Pkg. __ _ 49c an
MORRELL ALL BEEF
FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg. 59c
HAMS
SOUTHERN BELLE
TENDER SMOKED
43utt portion Shank portion
lb' 63t lb. 49C
WE
GIVE
PEACHES .„rwaes.,nento 3,219 STEAK
SHIS FACIAL TISSUE VAN CAMP GRATED
PUFFS 3 - 200 d. Boxes __ $1.00 TUNA 3 6 1/2-oz. Cans ___ $1.00
HUNT'S TOMATO I STATE FAIR
JUICE 464z. Can 3k I TOMATOES 3 No. 2 1/2 Cans $1.00
CHILI
LIQUID TEXIZE
Kellys
with beans
in DETERGENT 1/2 Gallen _ _ 69c
Gm JIFFPEANUT BUTTER 28-oz. Jar 9k
TOWELS
3
TURNER'S
15 1/2 oz.
cans
ICE MILK 2 Gallon 45c
DELSEY
TISSUE 2 Roll Pack 35c
SCOTT 3 JumboRolls $1
FRESH SLICED
a
aDATEtast4:, It 0
Ntit 11'0 fit gio.aet : 11,•- 9
PORK STEAK Lb. 59c
FRESH
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 79c
GROUND
ITS
Fresh Glazed Donuts 3 pkgs $1.00
PEPPER RIDGE FARM
Frozen Cakes 89c
in DELTA FROZENENE Strawberries Pint.  25c
TRAIL BLAZER
Do Ration 25 Lb. $2.79
WE
wEMEAL
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
MOTHERS
BEST
PUBIC & BEANS 2-300 cans 2k
DEL MONTE
FRUIT COCKTAIL 3403 Cans 89c
SINN 7.1rub."1"."-ty CouponCOFFEE  Lb. Can 39c
MAXWELL HOUSE or FOLOIRS
With Coupon and WOO Addl. Pur. Excluding Milk.
Tobacco. Milk Products.
(Vold After Soprongror 1971
med.
doz.
EGGS
GRADE "A"
64 ldaorgz.e 454
FRESH SLICED
PORK LIVER Lb. 39c
TRADE WINDS BREADED
SHRIMP 16-oz. Pkg. _ $1.99
1 DINNERSMORTONPOT PIES 3 8-oz. Pkg. ___ 69c
under
BEEF 73 4 lbs. 
69 
ws
or
4 lbs. more
LB. LB.
GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN
WE
VE
MORTON TV — (Except Ham and Shrimp) WE
Each 39c en
POTATOES 3- 2 Lb. Bag $1.00
TOTINO CHEESE and SAUSAGE
PIZZAS 15-oz. Each ____ 69c
FRANKS MORRELLPRIDE pkg2 °z 40r
BISCUITS' BAase;BERIN
BALLARD
and
PILLSBURY
5 lb.bag
 .1■It
8 oz.
CAN
Rindless
2 lb.
pkg.
4901BANANAS
CHARMIN
NAPKINS 240 Ct. Pkg. __ _ 29c
DINTY MOORE
BEEF STEW 24-oz. Can __ 69c
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
FLOUR 5 Lb. Bag  29c
*OLD MEDAL
With Coupon and WOO Addit. Purch. Exc.uding Milk,
Tobacco and Milk Products.
(Void After Septembor 1171
4111601P.
WWI
RED WASHED
POTATOES 20 Lb. Bag 79c
THOMPSON SEEDLESS
GRAPES Lb. 29c
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
100 — S&H GREEN STAMPS — 100
With this Coupon and $5.00 Purchaso. Excluding Milk,
Milk Products and Tobacco. $15.00 Purchase Necessary
to use Coffog, Flour and Stamps
(Void After Septomber
WE
GIVE GIVE
IONE
Sliced
$ 1 1 8:itiiirm
GOLDEN
RIPE
GOLDEN DELICIOUS
lb. 1 101:c Ira
GIVE
Lb. 19c :I!
SUNKIST THIN SKIN
LEMONS Dozen 3k
APPLES 
Cecil, Liberty Coupon
50— S&H GREEN STAMPS —50
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Local Industrial Loop Given Ford Sees Winning Margin
Of More Than 100,000 VotesNational MU Sanctioning
One of the biggest strides to be
made in local basketball over the
past several years was ac-
complished this week when the
Union City Industrial League
received word it has been
awarded National Amateur
Athletic Union recognition and
certification.
The league, known as the Class
A League last season. boasted 17
players who had earned either
first or second team NCAA or
NAIA All-America honors during
collegiate careers.
League Director Bill Chapman
said AAU sanctioning would be a
"fabulous jump" from so-called
independent basketball because
it would mean that every club
must have a responsible sponsor
and that all teams and players
would have to be certified and
Tourists Are
Flocking
To Tennessee
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
If the number of persons regis-
tering at Tennessee's highway
welcome centers can be taken
as an indicator, tourists are
flocking to the state in record
numbers this year.
The state had four welcome
centers in operation throughout
197t In the- first eight months
last year a total of 208,432 per-
sons registered at the stations
as compared with 300,621 in the
same period this year
sanctioned by the AAU.
In addition, Mr Chapman
pointed out that under the nes
system licensed referees only
would be used to officiate games
and that this would insure orderly
and controlled top-notch
basketball.
Otis Griffin, a member of the
Goodyear Wingfoots, defending
champions of the league. said
that the AAU sanctioning would
make the Union City area "one of
the rising stars of AAU basket
ball in the nation "
The Goodyear team, along with
other clubs and players iron, the
area, have long been recognized
as some of the better amateurs in
the country arid the AAU sanction
will enable those teams and stars
to gain national exposure in AAII
tournaments
The league director, Mr.
Chapman, has announced that a
17-game league schedule will be
played with two divisions of four
Learns each. At the conclusion of
the league season, the top three
teams in each division will
compete in a playoff for the
league title
Two new teanis, Kinkead and
the Globemasters, are expected
to compete this season with four
states, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Illinois and Missouri represented
in the league.
Improved satellite technology
has reduced charges for a one-
hour color telecast between New
York and Europe by more than
90 per cent since 1967.
PAINT SPECIALS
Reg. SALE
Martin Senour 3000 outside white $6.75 $4.95
Martin Senour Latex, outside $7.95 $6.95
Martin Senour Non-Chalking $7.95 $6.95
Martin Senour Porch paint $8.50 $7.25
Martin Senour Varnish stain. Qt. $2.85 $2.00
Martin Senour Varnish stain, Pt. $1.80 $1.25
Martin Senour Stains, Of. $2.45 $1.35
Martin Senour 4-oz. Spray Can 79c 52c
Martin Senour 16-oz. Spray Can $1.79 $1.43
Wafer-Lox Varnish, Gal. $7.95 $6.95
Wafer-Lox Varnish, Of. $2.45 $1.90
Wafer-Lox Varnish. Pint $1.40 95c
Utility Grey, Gallon $2.98 $2.25
Green Barn Paint, Gallon $5.35 $4.60
Creosote White Paint, Gallon $5.25 $3.85
V-16 Latex White paint, Gallon $4.60 $3.99
Closeout colors, Met gloss, Gal. $8.50 $4.00
Exchange Furniture Company
107 Commercial 472-1533
100% POLYESTER
DOUBLE-KNIT
SLACKS
ONLY
Games will be played at the
l'ilion City High School each
Sunday, with four games on tap
Contests are slated at I, 2:30, 4
and 5:90 each Sunday afternoon
The league has set admission
prices at $1 and 50 cents each
',laying date.
By SY RAMSEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford predicted
Saturday night he would win the
governor's election by more
than 100,000 votes.
He made the remark in a
hard-hitting speech to several
thousand Democrats who paid
from $2.5 to 6100 for a fund-rais-
ing rally at a downtown motel
and the city's convention center.
Another aspect of the affair
was that former Gov. Bert
Combs, who lost to Ford in a
bitter party primary last May
introduced the nominee and said
he supports him.
Up to now, Combs has been
content merely to say that he
Amendent Of State Constitution
On Property Taxes Up To
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - It
is now up to the voters whether to
change the Tennessee Con-
stitution's section on property
taxes.
With the state constitutional
convention ending its work
Wednesday, the changes allowing
for classification of property for
taxing according to use will go to
the voters next Aug. 3.
The six-week session was
marked by lopsided votes from
rural delegates and their sup-
porters for the plan offered by the
Tennessee Farm Bureau which
put utilities and industrial
property at the top of the scale
and farm and residential
property at the low end. Some
modifications in the plan which
were approved bought the sup-
port of the Tennessee Municipal
League for the amendment
However, delegates from both
Memphis and Chattanooga vow-
ed that they would fight against
She amendment at the polls
The argument over property
taxes began in 1966 when two
railroads won a suit requiring
property assessors to value all
land and property at the same
rate whether it belongs to a
utility, a manufacturing plant, a
city homeowner or a farmer.
The state constitution states
emphatically that all property
will be taxed at the same rate,
but for years assessors, par-
ticularly in rural areas, had been
putting the burden on the
utilities. This was done by as-
sessing the value of their prop-
erty at a higher rate than homes
or farm lands.
The amendment sets the rates
for each type of property with
utilities to be assessed at 55 per
cent of the value of their land,
industrial and commercial
property at 40 per cent and farms
and homes at 25 per cent.
The convention also set varying
rates on personal property -
property ragging from plant
nley Accepts
Hospital Post
Ricky Foley, on of Mr. and
Mrs Zank Foley of Union City,
has earned his A. S. Degree in
Inhalation Therapy from
Methodist Hospital School of
Respiratory Therapy ill Mem-
phis.
He has since been accepted as
clinical instructor of the
Methodist Hospital 'School of
Inhalation Therapy.
Mr.' Foley is 'married, to the
former Miss Marsha Treepthan
of Union City and they make their
home Ketchurf, Road in
Memphis.
machinery to household goods.
The assessment on utility
personal property such as tale.
phone lines and railroad cars was
set at 55 per cent, industrial and
commercial property was set at
30 per cent and farm and
residential - called "all others"
in the amendment - was set at 5
per cent,
Intangible personal property --
stocks, bonds and bank accounts
was to be taxed as the
legislature decided with present
laws staying in effect until 1973.
The convention approved a
$7,500 basic exemption for
household goods in the personal
property section and a total ex-
emption for business and per-
sonal bank accounts.
The convention's aniendment
• 1,
it•
supports the entire Democratic
statewide slate.
"I didn't say I was epecific-
ally for Wendell Ford, but I am
saying that now and s h y
shouldn't I be?" Combs said. "I
trained him, you know, and I
trained him well - there were
a few times I taught him too
well."
Combs said that Ford knows
as much about state government
as anybody - "and take it from
me, he's a heck of a cam-
paigner."
"Or .10
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State Police
Will Interview
Job Applicants
The Kentucky State Police will
Interview applicants for posi-
tions with the force until Octo-
ber 17, when a new c I a kit is
scheduled to begin at the police
academy in Frankfort.
Those interested in applying
for admittance to the force may
contact the Kentucky State Po-
lice Post at Mayfield, which
serves the 11 westernmost comi-
ties of the state. They also may
contact the Kentucky State Po-
lice, Frankfort, Ky., or any oth-
er state police post in the state.
COAL AND GAS
HEATERS
STOVEPIPE - BOARDS, ETC.
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
107 COMMERCIAL 472-1533
Voters
puts everything almost back
where it was before the railroad
lawsuit. The Louisville and Nash-
ville Railroad has vowed a new
court suit if it is approved.
The reassessment program
started by the legislature in 1967
ro bring all assessments on all
property in the state to 50 per
cent by 1973 will also be voided by
the passage of the amendment.
The rural delegates argued
that the leveling of the tax burden
in the poorer counties would raise
farm taxes and force many to
give up agriculture.
They also said they recognized
the problems of the four big
urban areas but couldn't see why
they should be forced to pay more
so the cities could collect more
from their taxpayers.
imports
cookware
to bri
"016"
at every
meal.
1 quart
saucepan
$ 1 49
WEEK SIX
5 quart covered
Dutch Oven
*699
tni.°f
11/2 quart
covered
saucepan
:399
WEEK SEVEN
10" covered
chkken fryer
*649
WEEK THREE
II" skillet
$ 99
WEEK IGHT
314 quart
covered
casserole$599
THUR.. FRI.. SAT,.
SEPT. 23-24-25
His gun raised hell iii the West'
GLENN FORD
PANAVISION 6 
:1pa T11000IOR
- 
PLUS -
14, 50E11 sovt1O PA
• m• MUMS MUM
Sun.. Mon., Tues., Wed
Sept. 26-27-28-29
********* **********
WOMEN IN CAGES :
--PLUS--
James Franciscus
•
From a little Spanish Town come
the best- best-cooking
pots you ever dad see...
In shapes and sizes to take care
of your every cooking need.
El Easy to cook in
Flamenco cooks slow and easy, on o low, low flame Easy on your fuel
bits ond gives you great results The steel base, coated wrth durobke
porcelain, supplies smooth, even heating throughout.
El Easy to look at
Flamenco Cookware is as much at home on the table as on the stove With
their contemporary, attractive styling, they can be used for serving riglst
at the table. The tight-fitting lids keep food hot. And the smart colors odd
o festive touch to ony meal Brilliant decorator solo, on the outside,
gleaming white inside to Inghlight your food
Easy to handle
The covers or* easy grasp continental style, wah custom contoured
iblinhaltp handler thot uonleir heat EiDy yeorgahiger use
El Easy to care or
Flamenco gives you the easiest cleaning possible No scouring No
scrubbing No special cleaners lust soap and wow.
Use your dishwasher or dishpan
Available in
fashion perfect:
Granada Green
Matador Red
Sierra Gold
erg'
31/2 quart
covered
saucepan
$ 499
WEEK NINE
12" oval
au gratin
$ 99
First Week s Feature
saucepan
1 quart 
$ 1 49
The handy enie. fir boiling.
heeding. Per vegetables.
tenement ... a multitude
et was.
10" skillet
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Pesticides, Stray Dogs To Receive Legislative Study
FRANKFORT, Ky;
,begislatons agreed Tile/slay to
study proposed bills designed to
vettel stray clop to Kentucky
end to lineage persons who ap-
tly peigkities commercially.
Several members of the in-
teriai legislative subcommittee
on agriculture reacted favorably
lo recommendations for a more
stringent dog-control law.
Rep. Bernard Keene, Et-Bards-
town, the subcommittee chair-
man, said the state Agriculture
DeRartmeet would draft a bill
Kt that effect for his panel.
Keene also appointed three
subcommittee members to ex-
amine a model pesticide use
and application act which was
explained by Dr. Herbert Mas-
sey of the University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture.
Wendell Furlong, of the state
Agriculture Department, rec-
ommended four changes in the
present dog-control law:
—To make dog wardens peace
officers only in the area of con-
trolling dogs. A bill to that ef-
fect was passed by the House in
the 1970 General Assembly but
never reported out by the Sen-
ate Rules Committee, It would
give the officers more authority
to do their jobs.
— Allow dog wardens to go
onto private property to get a
stray dog and then to bold it In
the pound for 10 days and de-
stroy it If not claimed by then.
— To raise the fee for a dog
tag from $us to $2.50 so that
tbe Agriculture Department
could pay 100 per cent of live-
stock and poultry loss claims at-
tributed to stray dogs. Furlong
said only 50 pet cent of such
claims could be paid last year
from existing fees.
— To require county judges or
fiscal courts to enforce the state
dog law.
Furlong said that about 30
counties now do not enforce the
state dog law at a 11 and only
about 50 "put forth a good ef-
fort" to do so. He said some
counties pay dog wardens as
little as $25 a month, which sev-
eral subcommittee members
agreed was not enough to have
them do an adequate job.
Furlong said stray dogs were
causing many Kentucky farm-
ers to quit raising sheep. Stray
dogs killed more than $300 worth
Of sheep in one night on a farm
near Paris recently, he said.
State Sen. Wilson Palmer, D-
Cynthiana, suggested that dog
wardens be made state officers
to help solve the enforcement
problem. Keene said he was
leaning toward that view also.
On licensing commercial pes-
ticide operators, Massey said
the model bill would accomplish
three purposes:
— Standardize services
soefyarwmaenrts can get exactly whatth
— Promote the proper use of
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FRESH WHOLE
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NO LIMIT
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pesticides and thereby avert the
need to ban some of them that
are misused now.
— Tie in with a proposed fed-
eral law which, as now drafted,
would classify some pesticides
for general use, others for re-
stricted use by licensed appli-
cators and allow others to be
used only by permits on an in-
dividual case basis.
Bob Ray, a Louisville nursery-
man, said the suggested bill
would help protect both the pub-
lic and professional nurserymen
from fraudulent peddlers. He
said it also could help identify
insect build-ups quicker so steps
could be taken to control them.
The subcommittee approved
for drafting a proposal to moder-
nize the state feed law along
lines of a model law also sup-
ported by Massey.
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Crittenden Breezes
Past Fulton City
MARION, Ky. — Bob Johnson
and Gary Winters took turns
battering Fulton City into sub-
mission here Friday night as
Crittenden County ran its record
to 3-1 with a 26-0 breeze.
The victory was even more
important in the Class A success
ledger. It gave the Rockets a
2-0 mark, handing coach Dickie
McDonald's rising unit the top
spot in the First District class
war.
Johnson, a 190-pound junior
fullback, scored on runs of one
and eight yards and Winters, a
senior halfback, carried over
from distances of 10 and six
yards.
The Bulldogs failed to serious-
Agency Holds tip
Policy On Licenses
The present program of re- sons not a resident of the court-
mewing driver's licenses and is- ty where application is made.
suing duplicate licenses will He said he feels the state de-
continue in Kentucky until next partrnent's attitude may have
Jan. 1. resulted from "numerous dupli-
John Kearns, president of the elate licenses issue's to Persons
not entitled to a license."Kentucky Circuit Court clerks
"Each circuit clerk should beAssociation, told circuit clerks
ex v ter e yme yapplicantcareful  foanr d know thatthe Department of PublicmSeamfo-e
ty has voided a policy
mraendminnidsusmu esaiddSettiL. 1aCtil Thape license or renewal by mall is •
valid license holder and ace
plicatiorui for license renewals under suspension before issuing
end 
must
issu  
be
 issuance of duplicatefil upliicn personate uk . dlicere cens e," Kearns told ts bIt
The department's position on
renewal of licenses was opposed
Thursday by Alfred Obermark,
McCracken circuit clerk. He
pointed out today that requiring
some persons to appear In per-
son before the clerk in the coun-
ty where the original license
was obtained would be a hard-
ship on them. He also said all
other clerks in Kentucky had
been opposed to the depart- The Republican ,party collected
rnent's policy, which now has $197,705 from the Agnew Ap-
been held up until Jan. 1. predation Day fund-raising din-
Kearns said circuit clerks ner here June 19.
should understand that the pres- State Sen. Norman Farris of
ant procedure differs from the Somerset. treasurer for the
state department's interpreta- event, filed the report with the
tion of a Kentucky statute; never- Kentucky Registry of Election
theless, clerks will be allowed to Finance.
continue with present proce-
dures until "we have an oppor-
turgy to secure a clear inter-,
pretation of the statute or intro-
duce legislation that will alle-
viate the problems," Kearns re-
ported.
Kearns asked clerks to use
"the utmost discretion" in issu-
ing duplicate licenses to per-
Tombigbee Plan
Is Defended
WASHINGTON — A ge-
ologist and biologist defended
Thursday the proposed Ten-
nessee-Tombigbee waterway and
said its effect on the environment
would not be serious.
Phil Lajmoreaux, a hydrogeo-
logist at the University of Ala-
bama, and Dr. Daniel J. Nelson,
a biologist from the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in Ten-
nessee, testified for the Army
Corps of Engineers in a district
ceurt suit.
The Environmental Defense
Fund has asked for an injunction
against construction of the
waterway until it can be shown
there will be no adverse en-
vironmental changes.
The 253-mile long waterway
would connect the Tennessee and
Tombigbiee Rivers and allow
barge travel from the Ohio River
to the Gulf of Mexico. The canal
would cost $390 million.
LaMoreaux told the court the
environmental impact statement
filed by the Corps came from
numerous scientific papers and
showed there would not be
serious damage to the en-
vironment if the canal is built.
LaMoreaux said the canal
would cause changes in the water
table and could cause nearby
water wells to dry up. The water
table will drop about 100 feet in
the area of the canal itself, he
said
But, he added, "when you
consider the over-all impact, it is
not sufficient to justify stopping
the project."
Ford Slams GOP
For Tokenism Of
Women Candidates
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Citing one woman on the Repub-
lican state campaign ticket and
three on the Democratic slate,
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford accused
the GOP of "tokenism" in re-
gards to women in politics and
government Thursday night in •
speech prepared for delivery
here.
Ford, the Democratic guberna-
torial nominee. In remarks to
the Franklin County Democratic
Women's Club, said the GOP
"ticket manipulators shuffled
their lineup" in a last minute ef-
fort to have a woman candidate
for state office.
ew Day
Netted GOP
$197,705
LOUISVILLE. KY 
—
Farris said $83,493 has been
made available for the general
elentiasi Campaign of the GOP
tickle headed by gubernatorial
nominee Tom Emberton.
Other major disbursements In-
clude $62,521 to the Republican
State Central Committee a n d
$19,000 to the Republican Na-
tional Committee.
Those who contributed -more
than $500 to the event included
Watkins & Associates Inc., con-
sulting engineers, Lexington,
$600; John Eubank, Tompldnar
ville, $600; T. J. Preston, Lex-
ington, $600; and Carl P. Kro-
both, Lexington, WO.
The registry said it has re-
ceived no financial reports for a
similar event, the Gov. Louie B.
Nunn Anniversary Dinner last
Dec. 12.
$2,225 Needed
For Uniforms
At Fulton High
FULTON, Ky.—Although re-
sponse by band parents, in-
terested citizens and business
rirms has been good, a total of
$2,225 still is needed before new
uniforms can be ordered for the
Fulton High Marching Band.
Recent donations and pledges
toward the final $3,000 sought
amounted to approximately $775.
The total cost of the new uni-
forms is $8,000, of which $5,000
was raised in various projects,
including the production. "Okla-
home" last spring.
The cost of each uniform is
$125 and it Is hoped that the
needed money can be raised by
voluntary donations.
Checks or pledges may be
mailed to Mrs. Helen Campbell,
Eddings Street.
ly threaten Crittenden, falling
short of the hosts' 30-yard line
all night long. Five Bulldog
passes strayed i nto Rocket
hands, with freshmar defensive
safety Mike Taylor intercepting
two.
Johnson scored the only points
needed by Crittenaen with his -
one-yard plunge at 4: 5,5 in the
first quarter. Quarterback Mike
Sutton hit Winters on the con- -
version pass.
Then, at 10:07 in the half Whf.7.'.
ters capped a drive with hie
10-yarder. Johnson went back
over at 5:03 in the half, and Me-
ters' six-yarder in the third WI-
minated the evening's work. .
The R oc k e ts now face a
week's preparation for neat
week's important Class A battle
with Trigg County.
Fulton City 0 0 0 0—
Crittenden County5 15
CC--Bob Johnson •I run (Garr W
term pus from ?dike Sutton/
CC—Winters 10 run (piss DID -,,-
CC—Johnson 8 run (run fail/ o
CC—Winters S run Iron fail)
TV Offer
Is Made To
Candidates
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Kentucky Educational Tele-
vision Authority has indicated it
will offer its facilities to host. -
the proposed series of television.:
debates between Democratic::
gubernatorial nominee Wendell:
Ford and Republican nominee .
tom Emberton, 0. Leonard
Press, KETA executive director,
said.
Ford had accepted a proposal
offered Friday by Emberton In
a speech before a meeting of
the Kentucky Asociation of
Realtors here.
While Press said he would be
"delighted" to offer all candi-
dates ft-es time for the debates
on the 134tatiOn state network:
he questioned whether Federal
Communications Commission'
rules would allow any television
debate that did not include aft
candidates announced for the,
gubernatorial race.
Logical Mice • •
In offering the public televis-
ion ' facifitfes, Press explaffied.'
"Logic would dictate that they.
use the public resource set up
to do this sort of thing." ,
In calling for the three TV dis-
cussions, Emberton said he be-
lieves they would do much "to
encourage greater interest in -
government and better acquaint
the public with our individual .
positions on the issues."
Emberton explained the de-
bates "would keep the campaign
away from the smears and
charges that have already
started."
Ford, in accepting, suggested_
the debates be held no later than
Oct. 10; that they be carried on
a sufficient number of stations
to reach all Kentuckians; and -
that the issues not be limited or
pre-arranged.
The Democrat, who said that
Emberton failed to appear at fly
scheduled joint appearances re-
cently, explained that he was ac-
cepting "because I agree ...
that the smear and personal at-
tacks by his (Emberton's) men-
tor, Gov. Louie B. Nunn, in re-
cent days have no place in the
campaign."
Ford also claimed that Em-
berton proposed the debates be-
cause he knew he was running
behind in the race.
Former Gov. A. B. Chandler,
the Commonwealth Party nomi-
nee, said Emberton's invitation
should be broadened to include
him and William Smith, the
American Party nominee.
A Bowling Green stations,
WKBO-TV, had earlier reported
it was offering its facilities to
both oarties for the debates.
There are 66.1 million pigs on
U.S. farms.
Fresh Caught Fish
Husn Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries
...1110.1111.0% %NY. •••-.01.
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WHY SETTLE FOR LAST YEAR'S MODEL OF ANOTHER BRAND?
Our newest Magnavox Fall Line with the...
new and improved
Total Automatic Color TV
system is here now!
Today's most beautiful table models—all with 19"
diagonal measure screens, A. Contemporary—model
6282 B. Early American—model 6284. C. Mediter-
ranean styling—model 6286 See them fowl
!11
•40) 0*
0 IP* IV
100 Coit
0 lb* IV
•4 •*
new IMPROVED TOTAL
AUTOMATIC COLOR—for
far greater tuning ease,
better, more uniform color!
new MATRIX TUBE—
for brighter, sharper, Ultra-
Rectangular Pictures!
new MAGNA-POWER
CHASSIS—for improved
performance and greater
reliability!
Magnavox Total Automatic Color is a complete electronic system!
TAC lets you kick that bothersome tuning habit by automatically
keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. It eliminates the need
for jumping up and down to adjust controls, for it remembers to give
you a perfectly-tuned picture—with the right colors—instantly and
automatically—on every channel, every time! The new ultra-rectan-
gular and ultra-bright Matrix Tube—unlike many others—has a black,
opaque substance surrounding each color dot—resulting in far better
picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. The new Magna-
Power Chassis with many solid-state components, assures better
performance and greater reliability. Don't settle for anything less than
a magnificent Magnavox with new and improved TAC I
Your choice $469 of styles shown BasesOptional
irkil a gri cilheac
Over 250 entertoininent values • Today s largest and finest selection of • TELEVISION • STEREO
CONSOLES. COMPONENTS and ACCESSORIES • PORTABLES • TAPE RECORDERS • RADIOS
LE ADERSHIP AND
EXCELLENCE
IN ELECTRONICS
SI/"CF 1911
This is your year
to hear how good
your budget
can sound!
Beautiful Mediterranean styling—model 3323. Also $229
available in Early American and Contemporary designs. All
are available less Stereo FM /AM radio—at lower cost.
Enjoy14" diagonal measure pictures—eta verymodest
cost. This exceptional Magnavox value, model 6226, offers
such quality features as telescoping dipole antenna, con-
venient carrying handle, plus the Bonded (279
Circuitry Magna -Power Chassis with
Keyed AGC. It's perfect for bedroom,
kitchen or den ... anywhere! Simulated TV Poctures
OUR INVENTORY IS COMPLETE
ON 1972 MODELS!
"We service everything we sell"
Open 8: am to 5: pm Mon. Thru Sat.
—Free Parking —
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This is your year
to listen to one
beautiful thing!
Mediterranean styling—model 3773. Also in Early American.
New Magnavox space-saving
STEREO ARMOIRE
Imagine—a magnificent Astro-Sonic
Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph that
requires less than 4 sq. ft. of floor space!
Optional TV—or tape equip-
ment easily fits on the inside
shelf. Build your own enter-
tainment center!
Magnavox has blended superlative sound
reproduction and exquisite furniture design
into a space-saving cabinet that is ideal for
• epartments or smaller rooms. This atrtheiii:
tically styled armoire offers 30-Watts EIA
music power, plus two High-Efficiency 10'
Bass Woofers and two 1,000 Hz. Expo-
nential Horns that project sound from both
sides and front. Doors open to pull-out
Micromatic Record Player and to con-
venient shelf for optional equipment, record
storage or decorative accessories.
Magnavox has been making it sound great
. . . and look great—for over 60 years.
Come in and discover the exciting world
of Magnavox Stereo—the sound to hear!
Choice of two styles
$479
111d1 a gii alkorck.c.
Leadership and excellence in electronics since 1911
NEW
STEREO FM/AM
RADIO AND
8
-TRACK
CARTRIDGE
TAPE PLAYER
$22995
If you want great sound . . . plus the versatility and flexibility of a component
system—Magnavox has the answer! Just one of many, model 9051 offers fabulous
listening from Stereo FM/AM radio, or pre-recorded 8-track cartridges. It has
20-Watts EIA music power plus an Air
-Suspension Speaker System with a 6'
speaker in each smartly styled enclosure. The player has convenient front
-loading,
automatic program changer, continuous play, illuminated track indicator, and
track selector button. In addition to complete audio controls, it includes provisionsfor optional stereo phono. Perfect on tables, shelves, bookcases or etageres—in
any room. Don't settle for lets than the exciting sound of Magnavox I
WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky
Fulto
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The South Fulton Red Devils,
after twice palling games out of
the fire -this seasen. just couldn't
quite turn the trick for the third
time Friday night and fell to
Gleason 20-18.
The Devils. conimitted three
costly errors In the second period
win+ the scrappy Buildings Con-
verting everyone of them into
takhdoWris. The Devils fought
hick and scored twice in the final
period but failed on three efforts
to convert a PAT and came out on
the short end of the score.
The clubs fought to a scoreless
first period before the Devils
counted in the second canto on a
3 Meg Indicted
By Obion Grand Jury
SOUTH PULTON. Tenn.-
Three man arrested in a recent
raid (saran establishment dart*
business as .the jCen-Tean Vet-
ers Poregn Wars Club near
SoothPnItion have beep Indicted
by the Wm. County grand Jury
on charges 41 maintaining *
gambling house.
The indictments against Wal-
ter B. Craddock, Dudley Mac
Medway and Jerry Randall
King were among a number of
true bills returned by the grand
jury.
Matheny also was indicted on
a charge of carrying a pistol.
Ladybugs to not die at the
and of the season like so many
other insects, but hibernate for
the winter.
58-yard run by tailback Darrell
Williams.
Gleason came ripping back and
scored three quick touchdowns in
a matter of minutes before
halftime. The four-yard line
appeared a jinx for the Red
Devils as Gleason recovered a
fumble on the four and likewise
recovered a bad South Fulton
snap on a punt attempt at the
same yard- line.
Both were converted on one-
yard runs. The third Bulldog
touchdown came on a long pass
play when a young Devil
defender missed an assignment
and the Gleason quarterback
found a man all alone.
Neither team could count In the
third period but South Fulton
roared back to make a run for the
money in the final segment of
action.
With Bob Winston at the helm
of a Devil passing machine, South
Fulton tallied twice. The first
counter was a three-yard pass
from Winston to Dale Yates while
the final tally was a 58-yard
Winston to Williams hook-up.
The Devils, with the exception
Mini/fen Calla For
Intermediary Court
FRANICIR)RT, Ky.
Court of Appeals Chief Justice
James. B. Milliken recommend-
ed creation of Intermediary an.
pellate courts through a coned=
tutional amendment Thursday;
citing the increase in the high
carrt's workload as a "critical
situation."
PUBLIC SALE
Of Household Furnishings
Sete will be held at the home of the late Mr. and Mn. Calvin
Thomas, 308 Green St. Fulton, Ky. 1 Block North of Fulton
High School.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1971
SALE TIME 10 A. M. RAIN OR SHINE
Selling to settle the Estate of Calvin & Maurine Thomas
We ars not responsible in case of accidents
1-3-Pc. Bedroom Suite-Maple 1-RCA Chest-type Freezer 20'
,Eledireom Suits, , 1-Frigidair Electric Rteigg„,
1-Dinette:Pt - 6 gulfs " 1.--Ceolerator Refrigergalgi.
1-Zanitti'VV. 11" ''"0 .41-t4daYtatrAtiti s Via
1-Couch S. Chair • New 2-Large Electric Heaters
1-Recliner Rocker 1-Larg• Fan
1-Antiquo Rocker 1-Vacuum Cleanor
1-Chais• Lounge 1-Pressure Cooker
1-Zenith Radio 1-Electric Clock
1-Lot Stone Crocks 1-Lot Plat Irons
1-Sewing Machine 1-Electric Iron
1-Lot Of Lamps 1-Lot of Small Tables
Many other items too numerous to mention. Auctioneers
Note: This is some of the cleanest furniture we've ever sold.
Don't miss this Auction Sale.
WE:NDELL BUTTS, Executor
FELIX DAVIS, Auctioneer
South Fulton, Tennessee Lic. 395 - Phone 479-1848
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tem.
"Md. LENA BYRN ESTATE"
1 IU011 N. 1/11 45 Inn., SATIN VAUD, NY
NONSENOLD - ANTIQUES - REAL ESTATE
SATURDAY, SEPT. 25, 1071; 10:10 A.N.
-•••••04.6-
NS NOM ••••••••• omolomml. OWEN Minn ma ~a oft IT. ••••••■ a loona,notoo011 MOW Onio alamirt, MAO MIK mom • undl• mut ...in OW KUM..lo• ..a 1.4•1‘ InlimpLin Mina, 1111”.... ma ma owl samba ulna • MUMKOMI NOM • maliolleao Moo ma& - wan olbleli TION•6 NUM TOM NUM Min
• Imo a 1 OMNI PLOT, NAM 
- Ni 11•011660.•••••• I.,bfl11111011,1111 MU 51 006 OmKa IMO WI • Tioom6 INKY 'IMMO a 01•1PdoliO a Fa ario. nal iMesa N.no eon mak 16.1110.11•611111611* UM Mom Ia. 1114.111?an mi• INi 5M ter. 1.160111•1.famoimomaii OHO MIR MI MOM ORM. MomNM SOMINS61. Tons. SUN MAmi. sum owns uffin. WON& 1.66a Wm Nu. NMI An alla. an war nu. megmin wf Rpm NIS Vilna isai• el 11•61Tadom was ILAN Too noon moue Kaman.Nan IMPONSI• 11/1411•10 owl &Want ma, mu0_ maionota am& ammo, KATT WOO111•1111M0111•4.
Sal a. MOT MT• myna. • MINOT. MIT
NM • SO MIN, KAMM MIN IMO II MOM
Mean as To ma.a. .••• OMNI WITI
114/11M. Men. I OMNI, lb man" MR
Se Mn. 15( 1ST. WM SAM NNW..
umiellift. maul must ram mem ow
UNAT•111. UT OUT NAT I. aIM VW..
MAU TO 55_a
Let ANT TM OM MOOl iNIIIMYTS tO vlo
MT T. MIT TM nra In OM Teo MOW,
me PM 11.. WM My MIL TMOLa ITT1.
Mt 
...airr off or mu a oaaJoNd Elo owner
I. CA fok•-•••••• monollim • mama
SC mama,. remit. - saTL fir is mom
eirl••• n swam orr onvo-0 ooToonoo
me.lorof•allie
NIS. SARA CANIPIELL, ExicotrIx
NM NY • PINE 47211111
CIL MOM 1111.11 Cit. C.
us.% we. OR -.SAN mime man nano. MON=
telloomm 
mi or wMe amaxt winos Cr
room. •••••••••• •
of the second period miscues, had
a good evening with 240 yards of
offense, including 100 yards in the
air and 116 on the ground by
Williams. The senior tailback
also kept his scoring efforts up to
par by tallying twice and running
his point total to 42 in three
games
CLASSIFIED ADS
so ?arca. . .
;or so LITTLE...
) **ewe***
Only 5 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I
um US BOARD your small
animas for a worry-tree vaca-
tion. Poodle Pamper Parlor,
479-2229.
ATTENTION:
To ern more money as a
secretary, you most master
shorthand. Speedwriting ABC
Shorthand . . easiest to loam
. . . easiest to remember . . .
easiest way to a top job.
Taught exclusively in this vi-
cinity at Bruce Business Insti-
tute, 306 Papier, Martin. Ten-
nessee. Telephone 587-4911. En-
ron now for eight week course!
FARMS FOR SALE
Five acre farina el on black-
top with city water. $200.00
clown, balance 0 $401115 per
month for 240 snceihs financed
at 8% simple interest. Lbeated
on Highway No. SI. 8 inNesfrom
Union City or PA mike; west of
FiAton.
HOUSE FOR SALE
Eight men Name with bath
on beautiful lot on Pierce Sta-
tion Road Ph mikes west of
Fuitto or 8 miles eat of Uniall
City right of Hwy. No. 51. City
water. Terms wadable with
small down payment. Mital
price $8,500.00.
Contact: Walter Hastings
DYersbung Realty Co
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Phone 285-4591 or 027-2259
01010114
FOR SALE: Toy male poodle.
Poodle Pamper Parlor. 479-
2229.
ATINTION! We have home-
cooked meals; hot blicuits
every morning. Parties booked
anytime; open 6 days a week
6:00 a. m. to 10:00 p. na.;
days from 6:00 a. m. to 9:00
p. in. Park Terrace Restaurant.
24 ACRE FARM, Older home,
Completely Modern Wail-Wall
Camel, City Water, Natural
Can 7 Miles North of Fulton,
on bkiektop. Possession last.
$17,500.00 CALL WICK SMITH,
'BROKER 472-1292.
AVON CHRISTMAS selling
slats Wan. Enjoy extna income
for 'school expenses and gilts.
Openings now available. Con-
tact Margaret Taylor, Boot 1022,
Paducah, Ky. 42001: phone 898-
7108.
YOU NEED MONEY? I
NEED HELP! wart !rota
hum* full or spare time. Sell
Reiweeigh Household Products.
Be your own boss. Mite giving
pbone no. They Harris, Raw-
leigh Ca, Freeport, AL Phone
815-232-4161.
'11111;NT erutrbes
and other enavalesetm, aids at
CM SUPER. MOM 4tee tialreIgt, man, Ks
SP INET-CONSOL II PIANO
Wanted respomaible party to
take over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can IN seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 276, Shelbyviile, Indiana
46176.
rot &Am 1971 singer Mit-
Zag, used only 1 months. Like
new. Buttonholes, area pa but-
ton', end fancy designs.' 0.50
cash or terms. Write S. S.
Pruitt, Box 165, 'Fulton.
-
WANTED!
ono ma Sore Wes
. ,
Tina TRUED
Metals Salines&
imminimi
.t j5 AUG .01
City Tire Co.
ill W. Rite un•
. NON" - Vb. 4/0-2741
FOR THE SINFUL
LOOK OF LUXURY
TAKE THESE GORGEOUSLY COLORED
BEAUTIFULLY TEXTURED BROADLOOMS AND
Credit
Terms
To Fit
Your
Budget
Call U.
For Free
Estimates
'WITH OUR 60 OUNCE PAD IT. VITX.,106,60SicR
_ . .
-Lome see our yordwouri Temis-et-corpiKrivsf-y, a it e xeNrcOOR
rooms! Find many new patterns, textures, colors by nationally known
makers of nylon, acrylic and polyester piles. All are priced to
show you our top values during our great Savings Sale. Check
the carpets you see below...then come in and see many more bargains.
Nylon Shags
$6.99 to $7.95
jompletely Installed
Polyester Shags
$4.95 to $7.95
Completely Installed
Acrilan Plushes
$5.110 to $7.50
Completely Installed
Nylon
HI-Lo and Scrolls
$5.00 to $6.99
Completely Installed
Acrilan Shags
$7.95
Completely Installed
Nylon Plashes
$5.50 to $7.95
HI-Lo and Scrolls
$7.50
Completely bistaned
Completely Installed
Polyester
Hi-Lo an4 Scrolls
Completely Installed
Commercial Tweeds - Indoor Outdoor - Kitchen Prints
HEAVY HIGH DENSITY
FOAM BACK
Completely Installed
Expert Installations.. 60 Ounce Pure Sponge
Rubber Padding
YOUR CHOICE
Over 10,000 Square Yards In Stock
"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
WADE./ffigititoxe6
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OBION COUNTY FAIR
 11.111111/2•11. 
OBION COUNTY FAIR BEEF
ROUND 
STEAK
LB. 99$ PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
BEEF SALE
OBION COUNTY FAIR BEEF
SIRLOIN STEAK
LB. 990 PLUSQUALITY
STAMPS LB.
OBION COUNTY FAIR BEEFT.BoNE STEAK$j39 PLUSQUALITY
STAMPS
OBION COUNTY FAIR BEEF
RIB STEAK
LB. 99 PLUSQUALITY
STAMPS
VERY TENDER'
PORTERHOUSE STEAK _ _ _ Lb. $1.49
RALF
ROUND STEAK Lb. $1.09
AWELESS
BOUND STEAK Lb. $1.09
SOUP BONES
LB
 59$ PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
SWISS
STEAK Lb. $1.09
CLUB
STEAK Lb. $1.09
HEEL OP
ROUND ROAST Lb. 89c
FRESH
GROUND CHUCK
LB
 89c PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
BONE IN
RUMP ROAST Lb. 89c
BONELESS
RUMP ROAST Lb. $1.19
EXTRA LEAN BONELESS
STEW BEEF Lb. 89c
HERMITAGE
SLICED BACON
LB. 49$ PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
BEEF
SHORT RIBS Lb. a
BONE IN
BEEF BRISKET Lb. 49c
BONELESS (WASTE - FREE)
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST Li. $1,19
SLICEDSLAilICON
LB
 594
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
REELLFOOT HOT DOG
FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg 49c
FINE FOR SEASONING
SALT SIDE Lb. 39c
MILLERS SLICED
COUNTRY HAM 12-oz. Pkg. _ _ $1.39
OAK
CANNED PICNICS 11/2 Lb. can $1.99
COUNTRY STYLE
RIBS Lb. 69c
BONELESS
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 89c
THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY
CHILI DOGS 4 For $1.00
THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY
NOT DOGS 6 For $1.00REELFOOT CORN VALLEY
PORK SAUSAGE
LBs. sec PLUSQUALITY
STAMPS
PORK QUARTER
LOIN SLICED
69cLB PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
OUR OWN BARBECUESANDWICHES
S$FOR 1 PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
OUR OWN DELICIOUS BARBECUE
CHICKENS
LB. 79c PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
BLUE BONNET
OLEO 3 Lbs. 
 $1.00
OLD SOUTH
PIE SHELLS 210 pkg. 3 Pkg $1.00
DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY 1 U.S. NO.1 REDPOTATOES
GRADE "A" LARGE
EGGS Dozen 39c
KAL KAN 142e-ex.
DOG FOOD 5 Cans $1.00
AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE EXC-
LUDING MILK & TOBACCO PROD-
UCTS. LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY
-
HYDE PARK
BREAD 16-oz. Loaf 19
ALCOA
FOIL (Heavy Duty) ir 59c
TONY RIBS
DOG FOOD 16-oz. 
 
10c BARBECUE
JUST RITE 15V2-oz. PORK
CHILI with BEANS 4 cans _ $1.00 BAR
-*wow WITH THIS COUPON 
10
LB.
BAG
Lb. 99c
PORK CHOPS
BARBECUE Lb. 990
BEEF
49 LIVER Lb. 69c
HYDE PARK PRE - COOKED 26ROLLS Pkg. 
ALCOA
FOIL (Reg. Size) 12" 29c
Kitchen Kraft Fresh 300 Size Can fin,
PEAS Blackeye 2For LU
SWIFT'S er TURNER'S
ICE MILK 1/2 Gallon 49c
Kitchen Kraft Fresh 300 Size Can (In KREY HOT 300 Size
PEAS Purple Hull 2 For LUCI TAMALES 3 For
MARBEL
OLEO 5 Lbs. $1.00
HYDE PARK
89c
BISCUITS 6 Cans 59cCoca Cola 28-oz.
Pepsi Cola 32-oz. 
29CPepply 28-oz. 
MERIT
SALTINES 1 Lb. Box 29c
CHARMIN
nssuz 4Roll Pkg. 49
VINE RIPENED
TOMATOES Lb. 25c
STOKELY'S 46-02.
TOMATOE JUICE
RED or GOLDEN DELICIOUS
39c
APPLES 40 Lb. Box $2.99
YELLOW U.S. NO.1
ONIONS 3 rL34% 29c
U.S. NO.1 JONATHAN DELICIOUS RED OR GOLDENA
4 3 3 LB. 29cAPPLES 3'14kG. 49c APPLES BAG
I DRIVE
COUPON
WITH PROFESSIONAL
STAIN REMOVER
KING 5 lbs. 4 oz. Size
WITH THIS COUPON
Limit I oupon par
box purchased
E.W. JAMES & SONS 9-29-71 
 
$1.49
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY SEPT,S3rd THRU WED. SE 1971
-I. WI JAW= vr."'
h 
SONS
t,tt "MAXI-SAV1NGS"
SUPE
In lawn lyre SIGNi TO LIMIT Q MMES.
DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
•
bianZeC•n_ Oak* PM"
O. INV si•sas
Gooi) FOR NEXT 5 WEEKS
Redeem this coupon! iI
THIS ,
WEEK
ONE CONTINENTAL CHINA
PLATE REG. $1.29 WITH
THIS COUPON AND $3.00
GROCERY PURCHASE.
99$ I
99t
GOOD FOR NEXT 5 WEEKS
Rodeo's this coupon!
THIS
WEEK
ONE CONTINENTAL CH1244.
MUG REG. $1.19 WITH TRIOCOUPON AND $3 GROCER'1
PURCHASE
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
FREE SECTION No. 1 I
RANDOM - HOUSE AMERICAN DIC-
TIONARY & FAMILY REFERENCE
LIBRARY
Start Your Collection Today!
.10.111. AMMO.
•
•••••
